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Chapter 51 – Seed of the Evil God – Fire (4) 

Although hidden, Yun Che still didn’t dare to be reckless and carefully moved closer toward the direction 

of the cave. 

After walking around at a considerably large right angle, Yun Che’s feet stepped onto the scarlet colored 

soil. A wave of scorching-hot heat immediately transmitted from below his feet; then quickly permeated 

his entire body and promptly gave him a feeling of standing on open flames. 

This Flame Dragon existed here for at least a century, and its power over fire had long ago turned this 

place into a world of the fire element. His current position was only about one kilometer from the 

intense fight between the Flame Dragon and the Burning Heaven Clan. Yet this was already an extremely 

dangerous distance, since the residue waves of their battle could easily spread to here. 

Yun Che’s footsteps were careful, but his speed had not diminished at all. Jasmine had said this Flame 

Dragon was clearly hiding its true strength; if it sudden released its true strength and strikes down the 

five from Burning Heaven Clan, not to mention profiting while taking advantage of the chaos, he would 

probably lose this life then and there. 

What’s reassuring, however, was the fact that the Flame Dragon evidently didn’t want its residence to 

be damaged. Not only did it purposely pull them away, it also tried to not let his attack power blow in 

that direction as much as possible. After Yun Che came around to the north side of the cave, he braced 

his mind and dashed toward the cave entrance with his utmost speed. As the cave got closer and closer, 

and after few dozens of breaths of time, he had advanced to the point where there was only thirty-three 

meters between them. Along the way, there was only an intimidating feeling but no real danger. 

When the goal was close at hand, a huge wave of ember suddenly fell from the sky and covered a few 

square kilometers of land. These embers weren’t very big, nor did they have much attack power. 

However, they were extremely concentrated, and one of the pieces directly fell onto Yun Che’s body. 

Immediately, Yun Che’s shirt briskly ignited. As he took an attack, the Star Concealing Pellet’s effect 

disappeared at once. However, Yun Che had reacted fast and dodged behind the huge boulder on his 

left in a flash. After he stomped out the fire on his clothes, his eyebrows completely sank. 

Drats..... 

Star Concealing Pellet’s concealing effect would immediately be negated if he were attacked or touched 

by someone else. It did not matter if he rushed for the cave entrance or retreat back to the start; if he 

came out from behind the boulder, he would be easily discovered. But if he kept on hiding here, he’ll be 

discovered immediately all the same when the Burning Heaven Clan’s people return. 

This time, he had almost stepped into a realm of certain death! 

Booom!! 

A ball of dragon fire that came from the Flame Dragon suddenly dropped from the sky, landing in an 

area not even one hundred meters ahead of Yun Che. With a loud crash, the dragon-shaped flame 



exploded, bringing a flare that reached the skies and a terrifyingly high temperature that could even 

almost, melt rocks. 

The moment the flare exploded, the Yun Che behind the boulder suddenly widened his open eyes.... 

Chance!! 

In the next moment, Yun Che shot out from behind the boulder like an arrow that had just left the bow. 

Using all his profound energy, he rushed toward the cave entrance with his utmost speed. The pillar of 

flare that soared up to the sky blocked the line of view of the Flame Dragon and people from the 

Burning Heaven Clan. The huge wave of energy was enough to drown out his insignificant Profound 

Energy, and furthermore they wouldn’t dare to be distracted during their intense fight. 

These few dozens of meters at this moment were undoubtedly a situation of life and death to Yun Che. 

He glanced at the dissipating flare with the corner of his eye and clenched his teeth, wishing that he 

could inject all of his willpower into his legs. When in danger, time seemed to have suddenly slowed 

down, and the cave entrance was also closing in very slowly. At the last span of distance, he abruptly 

breathed in, kicked the ground with both of his legs, and pounced toward the cave entrance with a 

flying dive. 

The instant he entered the cave, the flare had completely disappeared. The fierce battle between the 

Flame Dragon and the five Sky Profound Realm dwellers were also cleanly presented in his vision again. 

Standing behind the sizzling hot boulder at the edge of the cave entrance, Yun Che breathed heavily. His 

entire body was doused with sweat, and one couldn’t tell if his face was red because of the heat or the 

excitement. 

“Phew.... Finally made it in.” Yun Che patted his chest, and muttered to himself as fear still lingered in 

his heart. After somewhat composing his mind for a bit, he walked over to the interior of the cave with 

slow steps. 

Since the Flame Dragon had an enormous frame, naturally the cave it resided in was also gigantic. Yun 

Che sharpened his vigilance and slowly strolled forward. The temperature inside was much higher than 

what it was outside. Every step that Yun Che took, a puddle of sweat would sprinkle downwards, 

evaporating into a white mist, the instant it met with the ground with a *Sss Sss* sound. 

The true depth of this cave was unknown, so as Yun Che gradually went deeper, the light also became 

dimmer and dimmer. After continuing onwards for a hundred steps, a haze of red luminescence 

suddenly emerged from the area ahead. 

Yun Che’s footsteps halted for a bit, then sped up again as he hastily walked toward it. As he saw the 

source of the red luminescence, both his eyes suddenly radiated a searing light. 

“Fire Spirit Grass!!” 

A mature Fire Spirit Grass was around seven inches tall with extremely shallow roots, usually had nine 

leaves, and glowed in the darkness. It was exceedingly rare and only grew in areas with concentrated 

fire elements. At the same time, the Fire Spirit Grass’s growth speed was extremely slow and usually 

took more than ten years to reach maturity, and as a result, caused the value of mature Fire Spirit Grass 

to be remarkably high. Fire Spirit Grass could be refined into a Fire Spirit Pellet, and after consuming it, 



one would be able to resist a large degree of fire elements for a certain period of time. It could also 

temporarily change a person’s profound energy, which resided in the Profound Veins, into one of the 

fire attribute without any harmful side effects of burning or injuring oneself. To profound practitioners 

who practiced fire attribute Profound Arts, the benefits it would bring were unmeasurable. 

And this hard to find, extremely valuable Fire Spirit Grass, was actually growing here, with an incredible 

total of two to three hundred strains; moreover nearly one-fourth of them had already reached 

maturity. There was also a chunk of area behind that only had roots leftover. It was obvious that these 

strains of Fire Spirit Grass were the food of the Flame Dragon. 

The other reason why the Fire Spirit Grass was valuable, was due to the fact that it was extremely 

difficult to collect and store. Even the slightest amount of carelessness may cause the fire spirit inside 

the grass to all disappear. However, to Yun Che, this issue posed no problem at all. He extended his left 

hand and grabbed at the mature strains of Fire Spirit Grass in a frenzy, easily collecting them into the Sky 

Poison Pearl. 

Even a random strain of Fire Spirit Grass could be sold for a very high price outside. However at this 

time, they were being harvested in great amounts by Yun Che, as if they were ordinary cabbages. 

Soon enough, more than fifty strains of mature Fire Spirit Grass were all gathered into the Sky Poison 

Pearl. Yun Che didn’t even touch a single one that was not mature. He rubbed his palms together as a 

cry came from within the depths of his heart: I’m rich! 

If these were sold to the Burning Heaven Clan through an intermediary, how much of a profit would 

come in! 

He would never have to worry about not having enough money to spend anymore! 

Yun Che took out a Fire Spirit grass that he collected, and swiftly used the Sky Poison Pearl to refine it. 

The Fire Spirit Grass quickly shriveled under the Sky Poison Pearl’s processing, and in the end turned into 

a very small, ruby-like object. Yun Che didn’t even bother to think before he threw it in his mouth. 

A searing feeling slid down his insides, along his oral cavity; followed by the sensation of heat rapidly 

dispersing outwards from the inside of his body, in the blink of an eye, it propagated throughout his 

entire body. Afterwards, the scorching heat slowly faded away.... at once, even the surrounding space 

was suddenly no longer burning hot. The sweat on Yun Che’s body no longer streamed and the stifling 

feeling of dry heat completely vanished without a trace. 

Yun Che’s body felt considerably more relaxed afterwards. However, he still hadn’t reach the end of the 

cave, so he quickened his footsteps and walked deeper inside. Not long after, a huge den of rock came 

into view before his eyes. When considering the size and shape, it was obvious that this place was where 

the Flame Dragon normally stayed and slept in. 

To Yun Che’s disappointment, this Flame Dragon’s den was considerably clean; aside from the searing 

rocks that constructed the den, there was nothing else of importance. 

Rumble..... 



An enormous rumbling sound suddenly came from the outside. Even standing in the deepest part of this 

cave, Yun Che still could vaguely feel a wave of heat rush toward his face. The Flame Dragon’s heavy 

voice drifted in from the outside: 

“Ignorant insatiable humans, prepare to receive the punishment you deserve!” 

Right after that, came the panicked voices of the Burning Heaven Clan: 

“Ah!! What’s going on! How did its strength suddenly.....” 

“This.... This Flame Dragon is not a Sky Profound Beast at all! It’s clearly an Emperor Profound Beast! It 

had concealed its true strength all along; just to lure us to this place!” 

“This is bad! The intelligence was wrong, retreat! Quickly retreat!!” 

Jasmine’s words perfectly came true. Sure enough, the Flame Dragon hid its true strength the entire 

time, and at this moment, it finally unleashed its true power. During the panicked cries of the Burning 

Heaven Clan, the earth started to tremble.... Even the entirety of the Scarlet Dragon Mountain Range 

was faintly trembling. Yun Che’s heart abruptly became cold. Since the Flame dragon had started to 

display its true power, it also meant that the battle may come to an immediate end. If he didn’t leave 

now, there may never be any chance of escape after that! 

Fifty strains of mature Fire Spirit Grass was already a large profit. Yun Che no longer hesitated and 

swiftly rushed outside with quick steps. However, only after dashing a mere three steps, his heart 

fiercely leapt all of a sudden.... His footsteps stopped along with it. 

“What are you stopping for? If you’re not leaving now, are you waiting for the Flame Dragon to roast 

you into ashes!” Jasmin coldly yelled. 

Yun Che, however, gave no reaction to Jasmine’s words at all. He turned around, and with his hands on 

his chest, he stared blankly at the empty rock den.... It’s the same feeling as before, and this time it’s 

really really close..... 

What exactly is calling me...... 

Instead of fleeing at full speed, Yun Che walked toward the rock den, until he had entered the den once 

again. The rate of his heartbeat had also suddenly accelerated at this time. 

Yun Che congealed his gaze as he looked all around, and in the end, his gaze locked onto the rightmost 

corner of the den. The rocks here had all existed for a countless number years, and were indurated and 

aged. However, there was one rock that actually looked to be untainted by even a speck of dust and 

seemed to have been frequently moved around. Yun Che hastily walked over, pressed his hand onto the 

rock, and exerted his strength to move it. 

Accompanied by the sound of the falling rock, a dot of scarlet-red light immediately appeared in Yun 

Che’s line of sight. 

This was a very small and round bead, close to the size of a common marble. It had an ordinary ruby’s 

sparkling translucence, but the radiance it emitted was far richer and more vibrant than that of a 

common ruby. As he looked at this red-colored round bead, Yun Che’s heart suddenly, without reason, 



gave rise to an intense longing. Under the urge of this longing, he quickly extended his hands and 

reached for it. 

“Don’t touch it! There’s a Flame Dragon’s inflammatory imprint on it!” 

Jasmine’s warning was slightly late. As soon as her voice yelled out, Yun Che’s hands had already 

grabbed onto the round bead. 

Immediately, as if awakened, the bead suddenly discharged an incomparably intense red light that was 

strong enough to envelope Yun Che’s entire body. 

Chapter 52 – Seed of the Evil God – Fire (5) 

“What is... this thing?” Yun Che asked in bewilderment as he held the bizarre scarlet-red bead. He was 

definitely holding onto it, but he couldn’t get a solid grasp of its weight nor temperature. Its rays were 

enticing and burned fiercely, emitting a familiar scarlet-red color, but also gave Yun Che a strange feeling 

of never seeing this color before. 

Although his heart no longer throbbed as furiously as before, his profound veins suddenly went into a 

violent turmoil, causing the blood vessels in his entire body to slightly boil. A strange feeling also 

assaulted Yun Che’s heart at this moment... He was sure he had never seen this scarlet-red bead before 

but when he held it in his hand, he felt calm and composed, as if it was originally his and had finally 

returned back to him. 

“This princess has no idea what that is, but I* can assure you that you’re a goner.” Inside the Sky Poison 

Pearl, Jasmine’s voice lowered as the expression on her tiny face became incomparably solemn. Despite 

dissuading Yun Che countless times, she was unable to stop him from taking a risk time and time again... 

After all was said and done, it still ended up like this. 

If not for the fact that her life was intertwined with Yun Che’s, she really wanted to use her little hand 

and slap this reckless and fearless man, that would forsaken his life for a so called “Opportunity”, to 

death! 

Just after Jasmine had finished speaking, a world-shaking dragon roar suddenly came in from outside the 

cave! 

“ROOAR!! Despicable humans!! So it turns out that you’re actually lusting after this king’s treasure! All 

of you are repulsive scoundrels, unforgivable... UNFORGIVABLE!!!” 

Ten at the tenth level of the Sky Profound Realm may not even necessarily win against the lowest level 

of the Emperor Profound Realm, let alone a tenth level Sky Profound and four other practitioners that 

were below the sixth level of the Sky Profound Realm. In a blink of an eye, after the Flame Dragon had 

unleashed its true power, the five people of the Burning Heaven Clan were forced into desperate straits. 

Those waves of dragon-shaped flames were not only incomparably hot, but also brought along a huge 

rippling strength that dragged the five people of the Burning Heaven Clan slowly, into a maelstrom of 

death. 

At this moment, as soon as the five experts of the Burning Heaven Clan displayed an expression of a 

despair that revealed their lost hope, the Flame Dragon suddenly bursted out in fury. Its entire body 

emitted an aura that could cause a person to tremble in fear as it let out a deafening and angry roar yet 



again. Within the roar, a ball of fire that measured up to a few dozen meters smashed into the five 

people, causing all five to scream in agony... However, the Flame Dragon did not continue to attack but 

instead turned to a different direction, and angrily rushed towards its cave. 

The five experts from Burning Heaven Clan escaped, battered and exhausted, from the Flame Dragon’s 

fire, with each suffering different degrees of burn; the greater parts of their hair, beards, and even the 

clothes on their body were incinerated by quite a bit. As they watched the Flame Dragon’s suddenly 

withdrawal, each and every one of them were still in a panicked state. 

“What happened, why did it suddenly flee and go back?” One man coarsely asked while panting heavily. 

“From what it had just said, it seems like someone took advantage of our battle and tried to sneak into 

his old nest...” 

“What’s the point of caring about that now! Quickly retreat! We are lucky to retrieve our lives and live 

after actually provoking a Emperor Profound Beast!” 

“Anyways, let’s scram!” 

The five experts of Burning Heaven Clan didn’t dare to stay there any longer; after gathering their 

strength and were too afraid to look back, they quickly retreated. At this moment, the thoughts in their 

hearts were one and the same... Once they return back to Burning Heaven Clan, they were going to find 

the guy that said the Flame Dragon was only a high level Sky Profound Beast, and ruthlessly beat him up. 

Inside the cave, Yun Che sensed the approach of great danger. He scrunched his eyebrow, and not 

daring to delay any longer, dashed toward the exit with the fastest speed possible. However, before he 

could even take half a step, an ear-splitting stomp came from his front and a wave of boundless anger, 

followed by a wave of scorching air, rushed at his face. The walls and floor of the cave all trembled 

faintly and not long after, the huge head of the Flame Dragon appeared in Yun Che’s line of sight. 

Yun Che’s aura was so weak that the Flame Dragon was stunned for a second. However, when it noticed 

the scarlet-red bead on his hand, its huge eyes radiated an indignant blaze: “Presumptuous human, to 

actually lust after this king’s treasure! Prepare to suffer this king’s wrath!” 

Shit!! 

Yun Che’s heart became apprehensive; he quickly calmed down and tried to think of a way to escape. Of 

course, it was obvious that he would obediently return the bead in his hand... However, it was 

absolutely impossible that the Flame Dragon would even give him a chance to speak; this formidable 

force kept him firmly in place, and in the next second, he would be burnt into ashes. 

“If you don’t want to die, then stop in the name of this princess!” 

As the shadow of death descended, a charming ice-cold voice suddenly sounded from above. At the 

same time, a terrifying pressure enveloped the entire Flame Dragon Cave. 

The Flame Dragon stopped its movement, then its body started to uncontrollably tremble beneath this 

great pressure. Lifting its head up, it looked toward the red-haired girl that had somehow appeared 

unknowingly in the air; the rage in its huge eyes were all replaced with astonishment and... fear. 



The aura that this goddess had given out far exceeded his imagination. In the presence of this pressuring 

strength, it felt as tiny as an ant that could be obliterated into ashes at any moment. It opened its 

dragon mouth and let out an unsuppressable trembling voice: “Who... who are you!” 

“You have no right to know this princess’s name.” Jasmine replied with an ice-cold face. Her beautiful 

eyes released a razor sharp glare: “This cave of yours, I want it, if you don’t want to die, then get out of 

this princess’s face right now.” 

Yun Che raised his head and looked at Jasmine; his heart was shocked as well... The pressure of this little 

girl, unexpectedly stopped this Emperor Profound Beast! What exactly was the level of her profound 

strength? 

However, at this moment, he suddenly found out that the trembling of the Flame Dragon had stopped. 

“Hehe,” The Flame Dragon laughed: “This king understands now; you two cunning humans, are simply 

just faking your bravado! Even though this king does not know what method you used to create this 

overwhelming pressure, but did you think this king would be as stupid as you humans?” 

Jasmine’s eyebrows suddenly became limp: “You... want... to die?” 

“Of course this king doesn’t want to die; but with just you two, that’s not enough to kill this king!” The 

Flame Dragon continued with sarcasm: “If you really had the ability to kill this king, you would’ve came 

out in the open to steal this king’s possession. Otherwise, why would you choose to sneak in while this 

king was fighting the other foolish humans... If you really had the ability to kill this king, then the 

expression on this human’s face wouldn’t have been so unsightly when he saw me!” 

Yun Che’s heart immediately trembled in fear; a dragon’s intellect, was indeed incomparable to that of a 

normal profound beast’s! 

“And you. Brat, your gaze is cold and ruthless; the murderous intent on your body also surprised this 

king. To have such eyes with killing intent, you must have killed a numerous amount of living things,. If 

you really wanted to kill this king and had the ability to do so, you would have already went on with it, 

instead of condescendingly talk to this king. Your age is also quite young; but with a human’s cultivation 

speed, it is fundamentally impossible to possess such a strong pressure at a young age. All this is merely 

an illusion, this king is not that stupid to fall for this deceit!” 

. 

“Lusting after this king’s treasure, and also attempting to play tricks on this king, how can this king 

possibly forgive you! Turn into ashes!” 

The Flame Dragon opened his mouth widely, and suddenly shot a ball of blazing fire at Yun Che. 

“Thump!” As a great force knocked Yun Che in the shoulder and pushed him far away, he barely dodged 

the fatal flames of the Flame Dragon. Jasmine appeared at Yun Che’s previous position. Her white and 

tender face was masked with a layer of terrifying killing intent: “Since you want to die... This princess 

shall grant your wish!” 

Fwooosh!! 



A large wave of strong profound energy was released from Jasmine’s body. This profound aura was 

simply too terrifying; the aura that was originally shapeless, began to stir up a violent storm, instantly 

extinguishing the Flame Dragon’s burning flame. 

Yun Che, who was knocked away, hit his head on a rock and fainted for quite a while. When he regained 

conscious and saw Jasmine’s appearance, his pupils suddenly shrank back as he cried out: “Jasmine! 

Stop! Do you want to die!!” 

“Isn’t it all your fault! If you died, this princess will also die as well!!” 

Jasmine yelled in anger as she unwaveringly locked her endless killing intent on the Flame Dragon. 

Under the incomparably terrifying profound aura and killing intent, the Flame Dragon completely froze 

in place, and its pair of dragon eyes filled with deep fear and disbelief. It couldn’t believe that a human 

girl could unleash such a powerful profound aura! 

“Now die... Star God’s Brilliant Annihilating Slash!” 

“Jasmine stop!!” Jasmine’s actions made Yun Che pale in fright. Before he could stand up, Jasmine’s 

exquisite body had already flown towards the Flame Dragon; to then, like a shooting star, pass through 

the Flame Dragon’s body... 

In that instant, every element within the heaven and earth seemed to have stopped revolving; the 

howling of the wind had stopped, the flame sprout had stopped burning, the sound beside the ears 

were gone, and even his own scream could not be heard... The Flame Dragon’s enormous body was 

frozen in place and a bloody cross that was created by the penetration was clearly imprinted on its body 

“Impos... sible...” 

The Flame Dragon’s pupil shrank back violently, as though he had seen the most terrifying and 

unbelievable scene in the whole wide world. Following that, both his eyes slowly lost their color and 

focus... The huge body split into four equal pieces and scattered on the scorching ground. 

The great and powerful Flame Dragon, was instantly extinguished under Jasmine’s hands. 

Even when the Burning Heaven Clan’s First Elder Fen Moli used the Burning Heaven Blade, he was only 

able to put a scratch on the Flame Dragon’s tough body. Yet Jasmine, without any weapons, used only 

her smooth and white hands to split apart the Flame Dragon’s body, as if it was made out of tofu. 

Seeing the Flame Dragon’s body that was split in four, Yun Che was stumped without words. Then his 

heart suddenly shuddered as his gaze fell further ahead. After loudly shouting “Jasmine”, he desperately 

ran forward. 

At this moment, Jasmine was already lying on the floor; her face, neck, and limbs were all a pale white, 

without a trace of color. Although she had only released a large amount of profound strength for a few 

seconds, it had allowed the deadly poison that had infiltrated her soul to act up violently. The 

purification and suppression of the deadly poison for the past few months inside the Sky Poison Pearl 

had all been destroyed in an instant. 

“Jasmine!” After reaching Jasmine’s side, Yun Che immediately squatted down; he placed his left hand 

on her skinny shoulder and with all his power, used the Sky Poison Pearl’s purification on Jasmine’s 



body. However, the deadly poison inside Jasmine’s soul was simply too terrifying; even with the Sky 

Poison Pearl’s purification speed, it was still impossible to suppress its violent rampage. Her body 

gradually became ice-cold, and slowly became more and more transparent, illusive... 

“This time... ought to... really... die...” Jasmine softly moaned; her voice was as light as a gentle breeze, 

and the normally cold and proud eyes at this moment, were only filled with a heartbreaking dullness and 

distress... 

Chapter 53 – Seed of the Evil God – Fire (6) 

“Jasmine.... Jasmine....” While calling Jasmine’s name, Yun Che’s heart tightly cramped. The degree of 

severeness of this time’s deadly poison break-out was more than ten times stronger than the break-out 

four months ago. After all, last time, she only settled down two Spirit Profound Realms, and that already 

made her writhe in agony. This time however, she had dispatched a true dragon of the Emperor 

Profound Realm, in a flash! The intensity of the profound strength she had to utilize was simply as 

different as heaven and earth. 

Jasmine couldn’t have not known the outcome of killing this Flame Dragon. But she had to strike, 

because if she didn’t, Yun Che would have died. And if Yun Che died, she would also definitely die as 

well. 

Immense remorse made the inside of Yun Che’s heart experience a wave of prickling pain.... During the 

process of sneaking into the Flame Dragon’s cave, Jasmine had continuously dissuaded him thrice, and 

had also warned him that the true dragon’s treasure would undoubtedly have power imprints on them 

without exception; meaning that they weren’t all that easy to obtain. Yet he still continued on without 

hesitation.... He indeed had courage and boldness, but he may have had unknowingly forgotten one 

thing; he was no longer the Yun Che whose voice resounded throughout the continent before, but 

instead was only a trivial being that had only reached the fourth level of Elementary Profound Realm. 

What he was facing, however, was an extremely horrifying Emperor Profound Beast. With even the 

slightest hint of carelessness, he would lose his life and drag Jasmine into losing her life with him. 

Yet this kind of outcome, still occurred in the end. 

“I’m sorry Jasmine... I’m sorry.... I’m sorry.... I shouldn’t have not listened to you, I shouldn’t have been 

that reckless....” As his hands felt the changes within Jasmine’s body, Yun Che’s heart constricted more 

and more. He said sorry to Jasmine again and again.... But no matter how much he apologized and 

regretted at this point, it simply couldn’t restore the present situation. 

Jasmine’s lips slightly moved, but the sound she gave off was too quiet to hear. 

Her body became colder and colder, and had unwittingly, already changed into a semitransparent state. 

Although Jasmine’s body was only a half ethereal form that depended on Yun Che’s life force, in the end, 

it was still the host of Jasmine’s soul. If this body disappeared, then Jasmine’s soul that had lost its host 

would disperse and completely disappear under the devourment of the deadly poison. 

“Jasmine!! Jasmine!!” 

Yun Che tightly clenched his teeth as his left hand desperately emitted the Sky Poison Pearl’s purification 

power. His right hand forcefully rocked her body, greedily hoping to rouse even the tiniest hint of her 



consciousness. Finally, he saw her ghastly white lips faintly open and close again. Yun Che froze for a 

moment, then hurriedly put his ears near her lips. 

“I... don’t want... to die........ Still haven’t... avenged... mother.... and brother....... Haven’t... killed... them 

all..... I don’t... want to... die.....” 

(TL: Jasmine uses 母后 for mother. In English, I guess it would mean “my mother, the empress”, but its 

true meaning is “mother” and is generally only used by an imperial child.) 

Jasmine’s voice was incredibly feeble and it was almost impossible to hear clearly even from this close. 

This feeble voice, however, made the inside of Yun Che’s heart violently surge. 

When Jasmine first officially appeared in front of his eyes four months ago, he had already felt a kind of 

inexplicable sense of familiarity from her.... A kind of feeling that was very similar to himself during 

those days..... She was undoubtedly young and outrageously beautiful, and even calls herself a princess; 

she should have grown up showered with love from tens of thousands of people.... Yet, her beautiful 

eyes always brimmed with coldness and apathy. When killing people, her tender face didn’t carry the 

slightest hint of fear and sympathy, but instead held cruelty.... and an unchanging indifference. 

This time, he finally understood what was so familiar about her that resembled him, during his previous 

days... 

It was hatred! 

In Azure Cloud Continent, when he was seventeen, he had lived under the shadow of his Master being 

hounded to death. That time, only hatred, bottomless hatred, overflowed from inside his heart.... During 

those days, the expression in his eyes; his apathy, his ruthlessness..... Perhaps, were extremely similar to 

the Jasmine he was looking at right now. 

However, at that time, he was already seventeen and could at least be considered to be an adult. But 

Jasmine.... was only thirteen this year. He couldn’t imagine what kind of hatred it was that drove a girl, 

who originally should have been an angel, into an apathetic and cruel devil. 

In her muttering just now, the way she referred to herself had turned into ‘I’, instead of ‘this princess’. 

This discovery also made the inside of Yun Che’s heart complicated. It was because the Jasmine right 

now had almost lost her awareness, so the words she said in this state were words that originated from 

the soul. This meant that the two words ‘this princess’ were actually not what she was accustomed to 

referring herself as, but was something that she had deliberately address herself as. It was as if using 

these words, she was continuously reminding herself about something. 

A familiar feeling, as if they had suffered the same fate, was born from the depths of Yun Che’s heart, 

layered together with his immense feelings of guilt and remorse. He started to shake Jasmine’s body 

with even more force and loudly shouted: “Jasmine, wake up! You must not lose consciousness! Didn’t 

we make a deal? You gave me a new set of Profound Veins, but I haven’t accomplished what I had to do 

for you.... Are you willing to just leave like that!! Also... You’re my master, but you still haven’t taught 

me anything... As my master, you can’t just act incompetent like this! Wake up, please wake up!!” 

But no matter how desperately Yun Che urged the Sky Poison Pearl and shook her, Jasmine no longer 

responded. Her petite face lost its last hint of color, and her body became more and more transparent. 



Although it was still possible to touch the entity that was her body, Yun Che could almost clearly see the 

sand that was below, on the ground, through her chest. 

A wave of chilliness stemmed from inside Yun Che’s heart, and even his teeth were about to be crushed 

from clenching too hard. He violently smashed his fist on his forehead, but the feeling of acute pain did 

not ease the inside of his heart by even a little bit.... It’s your fault! Why didn’t you listen to Jasmine! 

Your life was not only yours, but also Jasmine’s life.... In the end, you even needed Jasmine to save you 

with her life! You’re the one who murdered her!! 

Yun Che clenched his teeth and bitterly condemned himself. From the raw and bloody forehead that 

was hit by his fist, a drop of blood slowly dripped down and fell onto the sizzling ground. As he watched 

the drop of blood quickly dry up, Yun Che suddenly froze: “Blood... Right, my blood!!” 

Jasmine sucked his blood to connect her life with his; the half ethereal body was also born from his 

blood, and his life force. At the same time, his body was fused with the Sky Poison Pearl; because of this, 

his blood may have acquired the trait of having extremely high poison resistance! 

Promptly grabbing onto that glimmer of hope, Yun Che didn’t dare to hesitate for even a second. He 

extended his left arm and ferociously slashed it with the fingertips of his right hand, and broke open a 

long and deep laceration that instantly caused blood to gush out. Right away, he used his fingers to 

carefully opened Jasmine’s lips without the slightest hint of color, and allowed his own blood to flow 

into her lips, drop by drop. At the same, he used his hand and forcefully squeezed his shoulder in order 

to make the blood flow out faster. 

Jasmine, I won’t let you die.... I definitely won’t! 

Even if it was only for that promise I made in the past, that year.... 

Fresh blood quickly streamed down and fell into Jasmine’s open lips. However, beads of blood slowly 

overflowed from the corner of her mouth right after.... Jasmine was completely unconscious and was 

fundamentally incapable of swallowing by herself. 

Yun Che tightly knitted his brow. After a brief period of hesitation, he lifted his own left arm, bit into the 

wound, and strenuously sucked. After he had sucked up a little less than half a mouthful, he lowered his 

body and again gently opened Jasmine’s lips with his hand: “If you’re can wake up, then no matter how 

you punish me after, I’ll take it willingly.....” 

In the midst of his quiet mumble, Yun Che lowered his head, gently covered her lips with his, and 

carefully allowed the blood in his mouth to gradually crossover, drop by drop, into hers. Using a 

meticulous breath, he blew on his own blood, making it flow down from her mouth, into her body. 

Although Jasmine’s mouth was extremely pale, it was still impeccably tender and smooth, which made 

Yun Che have an uncontrollable urge to stay like that for a while longer. Once a mouthful of blood was 

transferred over, Yun Che’s lips returned to the wound at once, and forcefully sucked again. After 

sucking up another mouthful, he again carefully transferred it into Jasmine’s mouth. 

After repeating this a few times, the wound on his arm began to heal, making his blood sucking speed 

become much more slower. Yun Che immediately extended out his left hand and sliced open another 

deep laceration right beside the first wound; and fresh blood once more, trickled down like a stream.... 



Blood was continuously being transferred into Jasmine’s mouth. When the fifth line of scar appeared on 

Yun Che’s arm, approximately one fifth of the blood in his body had flowed into Jasmine’s body. A 

substantial feeling of dizziness emerged from Yun Che’s brain. However at this moment, he suddenly 

discovered that Jasmine’s body was already no longer turning illusory, and had started to become 

apparent little by little. The break-out of the deadly poison felt by the Sky Poison Pearl had also started 

to die down, like flames that had been showered in rain. 

Success.... Did I succeed!! 

A wave of pleasant surprise overcame Yun Che’s heart. Without the slightest hesitation, he extended his 

arm again, and sliced open the sixth stroke of laceration. His entire arm was already numb, yet the 

inside of his heart was nevertheless filled with a happy joy.... If his blood really was able to save her, 

then what was there to be stingy about? 

If the human body loses more than one fifth of its blood volume in a short amount of time, it would lead 

to the failure of bodily functions; more than one third, it would lead to shock; more than one half, would 

lead to death... 

Yun Che, who had an exceedingly high medical expertise, clearly was aware of this; but his movements, 

from beginning to end, did not have the slightest bit of sluggishness nor hesitation as he continued to 

add more cuts onto his arm, stroke by stroke. 

When he finally was incapable of resisting the impossibly heavy dizziness in his brain, his vision became 

a field of white as he fainted while laying onto the rock wall behind him.... 

In the midst of his hazy consciousness, the silhouette of a girl that he had always tried to forget, slowly 

appeared..... 

During the seven years he had lived in hatred, in order to obtain more power, he had desperately 

trained everyday until his entire body became tattered and was always close to death a countless 

number of times.... Every time, she would always gently treat his wounds, bring delicious food to him, fix 

his deteriorated clothing, and make the bed for him.... And on the next day, she would silently watch 

him leave.... 

During that period of time, she was the only warmth, and the only harbor he could soundly sleep in. 

However, during that time, there was only hatred in his heart. Other than struggling back when covered 

all over with cuts and bruises, he had never given her any companionship, never bought her a single 

piece of hair ornament, and never made any promises with her; he even had never shown her a single 

smile.... 

Until that day she left him forever, while laying in his arms. At that time, the expression in her eyes and 

her voice, became a lifetime’s worth of unforgettable pain that drilled at his heart.... 

“.... In my heart, there are as many wounds.... as there are on your body.... But... I don’t regret.... 

becoming the girl that accompanied you when you were alone.... Even though it was painful.... it was 

also very blissful.....” 



“..... Elder Brother Yun Che.... If later, when you’re lonely, and there’s a girl who’s willing to stay by your 

side.... Then she.... must be an angel sent to you by the heavens..... Don’t let her be hurt again.... 

okay.....?” 

Chapter 54 – Jasmine’s Tears 

After Yun Che lost consciousness, Jasmine’s body no longer appeared ethereal. She slowly opened her 

eyes and looked at the traces of blood on the corner of Yun Che’s mouth, as well as the lines of horrid 

wounds on his left arm. All the coldness and indifference in her eyes dissolved away like that of melting 

ice, and was replaced by a deep kind of complexity and haziness. 

Yun Che didn’t know how long he had fainted. After he finally recovered his consciousness and opened 

his eyes, the first thing he saw were Jasmine’s opened eyes. 

“Jasmine! You regained consciousness!?” Yun Che immediately yelled out with surprise and joy. 

However his voice was a bit coarse, and when he tried to get up, he felt as if his body weighed millions 

of kilograms. After becoming extremely weak from excessive blood loss, he struggled many times but 

still couldn’t manage to stand up. 

“Why did you save me?” Jasmine’s voice still revealed her weakened health. She took one more glance 

at the scars on Yun Che’s arm and immediately averted her eyes: “If I had died, wouldn’t that have been 

better for you? At least, you won’t need to mind the demands that I made you accept; not to mention 

that you wouldn’t need to worry about me killing you after I’ve reconstructed my body!” 

“Because.... Jasmine used her life to save me....” 

“I was saving myself!” Jasmine stated in a somewhat raised voice. 

Yun Che was slightly stumped; he was confused as to why this sentence of his incited such a huge 

reaction from her. While feeling a little helpless, he said: “Then.... it’s because you’re my master. As a 

disciple, how could I just watch my Master pass away in front of my very eyes?” 

“Master?” Jasmine smiled with a hint of sadness: “If I want to be reborn, then I’d have to assist you in 

acquiring a formidable amount of profound strength in the shortest time possible. Becoming your 

master, was only because I wasn’t willing to help you for free.... In the end, it was all for myself. Did you 

really believe that I was doing it for your good?” 

“I knew all that.” After having said those words, Jasmine failed to find a single hint of disappointment on 

Yun Che’s face, but instead saw him with a little smile. Yun Che moved his body a little closer to Jasmine, 

looked in her eyes, and gently said: “But those are all not important. The reason why I was so desperate 

to save Jasmine, is because Jasmine is a very.... very beautiful girl; as beautiful as an angel.” 

Jasmine became stupefied. 

“Although Jasmine had always strived to make herself appear apathetic, even to the point of being 

scary, this had always been real and can’t be covered up even if Jasmine wanted to. With such a 

beautiful girl by my side, no matter who it would be, no one would want her to eternally leave his side. 

Without a doubt, I too, am the same... This should be an acceptable reason, right?” 



“What kind of.... reason is this...” Jasmine’s lips that had recovered some color faintly trembled: “I had 

killed.... so many people..... Last year... on the day of my twelfth birthday, in one day.... one day... I killed 

over one million and three hundred thousand people.... My entire body was dyed red... Even my name, 

‘Blood-Soaked Jasmine’ was given to me by them....” 

“! ! ! !” Yun Che’s heart fiercely jumped.... In one day, killed over one million and three hundred 

thousand people!? 

Capturing the deep shock that flashed across Yun Che’s face, Jasmine closed her eyes and spoke 

mournfully: “A person like me, how could I be called a beautiful girl.... I am Jasmine.... Blood-Soaked 

Jasmine.... I’m a dreadful demon.... who had killed countless people....” 

Yun Che fixated his gaze on Jasmine for a long time.... However, the expression in his eyes was not one 

of shock nor fear; it carried a very complex feeling, a feeling so complicated that no one else could 

understand. For a long time, he looked at Jasmine, and slowly shook his head: “Jasmine, although there 

is no way for me to experience the feeling of killing that many people at the mere age of twelve, but I 

believe that it must have been terribly painful.... a kind of indescribable pain that no one would ever 

want to recall. After, it’d probably also be accompanied by endless nightmares and feelings of guilt, 

which will even compel you to hate and loath yourself; and furthermore, numb your own soul by making 

you stick the labels of demon, heartless, and merciless onto yourself....” 

Jasmines eyes suddenly widened, and stared at him in a daze. 

“But, I believe that Jasmine had always been a kind-hearted girl. The reason for turning yourself into a 

demon that you hate the most, was entirely for the important people in your heart. Perhaps they were 

your closest friends, or even the closest of family members.... For this kind of person, it doesn’t matter if 

she had killed even more people, and soaked in even more blood; it would be impossible for her to be a 

demon.” 

“Besides, for cute and beautiful girls, no matter how big of a mistake was made, they can still be 

forgiven. If you believe that there are an innumerable amount of despicable sins placed on your body, 

then let me bear these sins together with Jasmine. After all, you’re my master; and as your disciple, this 

kind of responsibility should, of course, naturally be carried together.” 

Jasmine became completely stupefied and stared at Yun Che in a daze, as if she had lost her soul. Her 

vision became more and more blurry.... She couldn’t understand why, after the clear declaration of her 

own cruel sins, not only did he not show fear and rejection.... But instead, he had such a gentle gaze, 

and spoke such gentle words.... 

It shouldn’t be like this.... I killed so many people; I’m a frightening demon. It’s obvious that everyone is 

scared of me; it’s obvious that there shouldn’t be anyone that would like me.... Why did he desperately 

save me; why does he reveal such a gentle gaze.... After mother and brother died, it’s absolutely 

impossible that anyone would treat me this way.... 

Jasmine’s eyes became more and more hazy, and through the blurry vision, Yun Che’s face slowly turned 

into her brother’s gently smiling face.... In an instant, globes and globes of tears flowed out of her eye 

sockets from the corner of her eyes. At this time, she, who had sworn to never shed tears ever again, 



actually streamed uncontrollable frantic tears. A tiny gap silently opened from her heart that had been 

sealed with hatred and sin. 

“....Jasmine, so you’re able to cry too? Mmm, that’s more like a girl, right?” Yun Che on the other hand, 

smiled. He extended his finger to stroked her face and gently wiped her tear stains. 

However Jasmine didn’t resist him, but instead cried even harder. While streaming tears and sobbing 

spasmodically, she said: “I.... I’m your master.... When... when you were trying to save me earlier, you 

sneakily kissed me so many times, and now.... you even made me cry in front of you.... You can’t.... bully 

masters like that.... Uu...uuuuuu...” 

“Un, master’s scolding is right.” Yun Che said while smiling: “Then after little master Jasmine recovers 

her health, punish me to your heart’s content. Even if you want to return the kiss, I’ll absolutely not 

retaliate.” 

What he had thought was completely correct; Jasmine’s true nature, was definitely not what she 

normally expressed. Since he had underwent experiences that were very similar to hers, and had also 

possessed the same kind of aura and gaze before, he knew what was inside her heart, and was even 

more aware of where her weakest and softest parts were. 

After crying, Jasmine’s mood had also gradually calmed down. Although her body and soul were still 

extremely feeble, the life-threatening danger was essentially under control. She extended her petite 

hands and forcefully wiped away all the teardrops from her face. She then tried very hard to put on the 

usual cold and indifferent face; however, her eyes peered off to the side, and didn’t make eye contact 

with Yun Che. Then, she spoke with a stern voice: “Although there are no dangers for now, but for three 

months, I won’t be able to channel even the slightest hint of profound energy. Otherwise, even using up 

all the blood in your body won’t save me.” 

“I understand. Later on, I’ll definitely try my best to be careful and won’t let something like that happen 

again.” Yun Che said with an extremely guilty conscience. 

“The red-colored bead that you obtained, swallow it down.... That thing, may actually be what I’ve told 

you about before.... a Seed of the Evil God!” 

“Ahh?” In his astonishment, Yun Che picked up the bizarre bead that he’d almost traded Jasmine’s life 

for: “You’re saying, this is.... is....” 

“I’m only speculating. This was probably the reason why the Flame Dragon had always remained here. 

When you took it earlier, I had sensed an extremely bizarre fire element hidden within; and even I had 

never seen this kind of fire element. You also said earlier that you felt something beckon you, and you 

actually didn’t get burned while holding it in your hands either. Therefore, it may truly be one out of the 

five Seeds of the Evil God mentioned in the memory imprint!” Jasmine said with a somewhat unsure 

tone. 

“Also....” Jasmine slightly bit her lips at an angle that Yun Che couldn’t see: “Later on, you’re not allowed 

to just casually touch my face without my permission.” 

After she said that, Jasmine turned into a beam of red light and returned into the Sky Poison Pearl. Yun 

Che was left speechless for a while. 



Earlier was a face of icy coldness; then a weeping like the rustling sound of a storm, and now, a stern 

little face that came along with words laced in killing intent.... The speed at which a girl could suddenly 

turn hostile, was indeed, legitimate. 

Yun Che’s current body was also very weak; losing a large amount of blood had made his vitality decline 

greatly and even just walking would supposedly be a somewhat difficult challenge. Not even mentioning 

the Flame Dragon, even if a normal Profound Beast came along, both he and Jasmine would be done for. 

“If you killing one million three-hundred thousand people in one day was already an unforgivable sin, 

was already a demon, and was called blood-soaked Jasmine...... Then, what about me, who in a day, had 

killed seven million and seven-hundred thousand people with poison; who also turned an entire city into 

a hell of deadly poison?” Yun Che silently muttered in his heart: “To say demon....... I am the real 

demon.... Which was also why I never dared to sully the angel by my side.... all the way till the day I lost 

her forever.....” 

Yun Che closed his eyes and silently paused for a long time. Then, he opened his eyes and opened his 

palm. As he looked at the round bead shine with a bizarre red light in his hand, he thought about what 

Jasmine had said. After a brief period of hesitation, Yun Che braced his heart and slammed it directly in 

his mouth. 

Holding it didn’t cause any discomfort, but instead, had an inexplicable sense of close familiarity. 

Furthermore, there was no worry about it being poisonous.... One way or another, there shouldn’t be 

any bad outcome from eating it, right? 

The crimson bead was forcefully swallowed into his stomach. 

At that instant, he detected an abrupt turbulence in his Profound Veins. He didn’t even have time to 

survey the abnormal motions of the Profound Veins because the surface of his body unexpectedly 

released a ball of crimson luminescence. Right after, these crimson rays of light actually turned into a 

flaming blaze that combusted on the surface of his body and bathed his entire body inside its crimson 

raging inferno. 

“This.... This is?” 

The unforeseen ignition of flames greatly startled him. What surprised him even more, was the fact that 

his body unexpectedly did not feel a single degree of its burning luminescence, but instead felt an 

indescribable kind of coziness. Even his clothes were perfectly intact inside the flames, as if these 

horrifying flames were merely imaginary rays of bright light. 

Chapter 55 – A Strength That Opposes the Heavens 

“Jasmine, what’s going on?” Yun Che asked as he lifted both his hands, and looked at the flames on his 

body with a face full of astonishment. 

However, Jasmine did not answer him. Inside the Sky Poison Pearl, she silently watched the flames that 

encompassed his entire body until she finally opened her mouth to speak in a low mumble: “The color of 

his Profound Veins have changed. Looks like that was indeed one of the five seeds that the Evil God had 

left behind. In other words, this place was actually one of the Evil God’s Five Secret Grounds!” 



“It was actually discovered by him just like that. His luck ought to be said to be extremely good.... or was 

it.... the Evil God’s Profound Veins’ guidance?” 

The flames on Yun Che’s body continued to burn even more vigorously, and had already reached the 

height of a few dozens meters in a blink of an eye. The surrounding walls, and even the stone under his 

feet slowly melted away to sink down inside the raging flames; one could imagine how terrifyingly high 

the flame’s temperature was. However, from beginning to the end, Yun Che never received the slightest 

bit of damage; what’s more, was the fact that he never felt any sort of discomfort at all. 

Inside the flames that encompassed his body, he felt that his own Profound Veins had continued to 

turmoil intensely. After he had finally managed to calm his heart down, he hurriedly used inner vision to 

check up on his Profound Veins.... After taking a glance, he almost cried out in surprise. 

Because his Profound Veins.... had completely changed into a crimson-red color! Even all the opened 

Fifty-four Profound Entrances, had become a deep red color. 

This is.... what’s going on? 

His profound energy started to rapidly convulse in his Profound Veins; waves and waves of profound 

energy that came from an unknown source swiftly flooded in, making the profound energy in his 

Profound Veins swell up again and again.... Until it had expanded to the limit that his Profound Veins 

could accommodate. 

Bang.... 

A soft sound. Yun Che faintly heard the sound of something being broken through. 

The profound energy within the Profound Veins continued to rapidly contract. The amount did not 

diminish but instead became even thicker than before. This was clearly.... the outstanding behavior of a 

profound strength breakthrough! 

In the blink of an eye, his profound strength at the fourth level of the Elementary Profound Realm, broke 

through to the fifth level of the Elementary Profound Realm! 

But it wasn’t completely over just yet; the profound energy in the Profound Veins were still rapidly 

swelling; the profound energy from the unknown source flooded in like crazy, and filled the Profound 

Veins that had just made a breakthrough to the brim again, followed by....... 

Bang! 

The quality of the profound energy inside the Profound Veins made another jump in level; from the 

strength of the fifth level of the Elementary Realm, it crossed into the sixth level of Elementary Profound 

Realm. 

Yun Che’s jaw dropped wide open from shock. Even with a mental state that was built from two 

lifetimes, he still could almost not accept this advancement in profound energy that could even shock 

the world. Not even half a minute had passed, and his profound strength actually crossed from the 

fourth level of Elementary Profound Realm, into the sixth level of Elementary Profound Realm!! 

Not only had this sort of thing never been encountered before, but even just hearing it, was also 

improbable! 



It was so much to take in that he had a feeling that it was all just a dream. 

The jumping of two ranks was still not the end. The crimson flames on Yun Che’s body was still slowly 

rising, and neared a few dozen meters in height. The surrounding ground also substantially sank, and 

streams of lava gathered under Yun Che’s feet. However, it still didn’t damage Yun Che in the slightest. 

The unknown source of profound energy was still madly pounding into his now crimson colored 

Profound Veins, filling it, and making the strength of his profound energy explosively grow in a 

frightening manner. 

.... Elementary Profound Realm level seven! 

.... Elementary Profound Realm level eight! 

.... Elementary Profound Realm level nine! 

.... Elementary Profound Realm level ten! 

“Jasmine.... what exactly is going on here?” Yun Che forcibly bit the tip of his tongue. This was already 

the third time he had to confirm whether or not he was dreaming! To him, these few short minutes 

were exactly like that of a dream. He didn’t even have time to react to the mind-blowing shock he 

received when his profound strength had risen by two levels because afterwards, his profound strength 

had frantically increased sharply.... directly into the tenth level of the Elementary Profound Realm!! 

Even for a genius that grew up in a major sect that had access to substantial amounts of resources and 

outstanding teachers, it would still take at least three years to reach the tenth level of Elementary 

Profound Realm from the fourth level of Elementary Profound Realm! Even Xia Qingyue had used a total 

of three and half years of time to reach the tenth level of Elementary Profound Realm from the fourth 

level of Elementary Profound Realm; and that sort of time, was already considered to be a once-in-a-

century’s worth of opportunity in the small Floating Cloud City! And was regarded as the number one 

talent of Floating Cloud City! 

Yet he, spent not even five minutes!! 

Not only did this smash through Yun Che’s knowledge, it had thoroughly overthrown the basic rules and 

regulations of Profound growth in the Profound Sky Continent! 

As a result, even though Yun Che’s heart brimmed with immense pleasant surprise, it also induced a 

greater amount of immense terror! 

Even more frightening was the fact that inflation of profound energy had not yet stopped, and did not 

even slow down! The profound strength that had already achieved the tenth level of the Elementary 

Profound Realm still continued to increase at a rapid pace. 

“As expected, it really was correct; what you had just eaten, was one of the five seeds left behind by the 

Evil God! I* had searched around this Blue Wind Empire for such a long time and was not able to find it, 

but you, who only possessed such an insignificant amount of strength was unexpectedly able to bump 

into it and find it, just by being reckless. Your luck is so good, that lightning should strike you from the 

heavens!” Jasmine’s tone was somewhat filled with displeasure and irritation. 



“..... This something seed of the Evil God, can even dramatically increase profound strength?” Yun Che 

said with a face full of bewilderment. 

“Perhaps the seed of the Evil God had also carried a small portion of the Evil God’s power with it. Since it 

had now found the successor of the Evil God’s Profound Veins, not only did it change your Profound 

Veins into one of the fire attribute, but it also granted you its power within, at the same time. Don’t fret, 

there are no negative side effects for this somewhat exaggerated growth of profound energy!” Jasmine 

leisurely spoke. 

“Change Profound Veins.... into the fire attribute?” 

Bang!! 

The sound of an immediate breakthrough of a barrier was felt through the depths of Yun Che’s Profound 

Veins. At this time, the scarlet flames that had been igniting for quite a while now, had finally died out. 

In that instant, Yun Che clearly felt that the entirety of his Profound Veins had undergone a subliminal 

change; it became more resilient, wider, and much more hotter. The profound energy inside was even 

more so, concentrated and dense, to an unbelievable degree. 

Even his thoughts about this world had significantly changed as his eyes cleared and his hearing 

sharpened; this in-and-out pleasurable sensation that was like the shedding of an old body almost made 

him shout out in joy. Yun Che threw his head back and slowly exhaled. Then, a profound strength that 

was stronger than his old one, by who knows how many times, suddenly passed through his body and 

emitted outwards! 

“First level of the Nascent Profound Realm! Congratulations; now that you’ve stepped into the Nascent 

Profound Realm, you can finally be considered to be a true profound practitioner. In this land, entering 

the Nascent Profound Realm at the age of sixteen ought to be pretty average, right?” Jasmine flatly 

stated. 

In this moment, the previous overwhelming shock, horror, and apprehension he had when stepping into 

the first level of the Nascent Profound Realm faded away without a trace. He lifted both his hands and 

then erected a finger. As he moved his thoughts, a very small flame ignited above the fingertip. The 

temperature of this flame was blazing hot, yet it didn’t even burn or injure his skin in the slightest. As he 

looked at the cluster of fire that stayed ablaze because of his profound energy, he silently laughed. 

Was this considered to be the remedy that the heavens had given me? To let me spend a full sixteen 

years as a cripple.... only to then give back everything that ought to belong to me, multiplicatively, 

within this short time period of one day. 

As Yun Che silently inspected his center; he saw that his own Profound Veins had become a prominent 

crystal clear crimson color, and was comparable to that of the purest of sculpted rubies. Not only his 

Profound Veins, but even in his channels, plasma and every single cell, did he discover an additional 

speck of a crimson colored element. 

“Speaking of which, does that mean that I wouldn’t need to worry about my body being burned, ever 

again?” 



Yun Che was aware of how universally shocking his words were, but this was nevertheless what his body 

and Profound Veins truly made him feel at this very moment. 

“There’s no mistake.” Jasmine said in a peculiar voice: “In the distant past, it is said that the Evil God 

possessed the most formidable of elemental power within the Primal Chaos Dimension. With only his 

profound strength, he had the ability to manipulate the elements in the natural world at will; and even 

so much that it was possible to change his profound energy into any kind of element at any time. In the 

memory imprint of that immortal drop of blood, it was clearly recorded that the five seeds the Evil God 

had left behind contained the “power source” of his formidable power over the elements. In the event 

that these sources of power were to be obtained, not only would one be able to manipulate the 

corresponding element, but would furthermore have the ability to be unconditionally immune to said 

element.” 

“It is also because of this record that this princess did not use the Evil God’s immortal blood on herself, 

but instead braved the great danger of arriving on this continent in order to attempt to find the Evil 

God’s Secret Grounds mentioned in the memory imprint. This is due to the possibility of manipulating 

the elements; and even the lure of perfect elemental immunity, was something that this princess is 

incapable of resisting. And because, in this present that’s long after the complete fall of the True God, 

this kind of ability is truly in a sense....” 

“A strength that opposes the heavens!” 

Jasmine’s voice suddenly became colder: “At the same time, this is also a taboo in Pandora’s box! Now 

that you’ve already opened this box, no one will know for sure what sort of chain reaction this immortal 

power of the gods would arouse when it reappears in this world. Perhaps you will suffer the wrath of 

heaven, or perhaps it will bring about an infinite amount of disaster and calamity. Because once the 

secret on your body is exposed, there would be an innumerable number of people in this world who 

would want to kill you in order to seize the strength that could oppose the heavens.... if it weren’t for 

the intertwinement of our lives, even this princess would also want to kill you and take your power. 

“.... Hey! Don’t go that far to scare me, okay? Although I had suddenly entered the Nascent Profound 

Realm at last, it is still merely the Nascent Profound Realm. Not even mentioning that opposing the 

heavens thing, if a random Profound Beast hopped out here right now, it could casually exterminate 

me.” Yun Che slightly shrank his neck to assume a scared expression. 

Although this was said directly out of his mouth, from Jasmine’s confirmation about his control over fire, 

and the capability of being completely immune to fire, his inner heart became incapable of quieting 

down and shook for a very long time. To never be afraid of fire.... This was indeed the ability that the 

gods of the legends were rumored to possess! Not even mentioning humans, even the powerful Flame 

Dragon that had been wiped out by Jasmine, wouldn’t be completely fearless against fire; for although it 

was of the fire attribute, if it encountered a more powerful flame higher than its own, it would still burn 

into complete nothingness. 

“This princess is definitely not trying to scare you! So, by all means, do not become complacent just 

because your profound strength has sharply increased. You must quickly improve your strength to at 

least have enough power to protect yourself. Now that your profound strength has reached the Nascent 

Profound Realm, after that, you must further consolidate your present profound strength, so this 



princess can also begin to teach you a few profound skills that you may possibly be able to learn.... 

Before then, go take care of this Flame Dragon’s body. To the present you, its carcass is a pile of 

enormous precious treasure!” 

Jasmine’s tone of voice still contained the same ice-cold indifference as before, and completely lacked 

any emotion. But when it entered Yun Che’s ears, it made him feel as if it was not the same as before. 

Because he didn’t feel any trace of disdain, contempt, or the occasional bored yet stiff tone in Jasmine’s 

words, but instead sensed a faint bit of.... concern? 

Chapter 56 – Star God’s Broken Shadow 

The current Yun Che seemed to have been reborn anew, for even the sense of extreme weakness 

caused by the fatigue from blood loss seemed to have disappeared without a trace. 

He walked next to the corpse of the Flame Dragon, which had been split into four lumps, and hesitated, 

not knowing where to begin. 

Jasmine was right; the dead body of the Flame Dragon, to him... no, to anyone in the Blue Wind Empire, 

including all four major sects of the empire, was a huge pile of treasure!! 

This was an Emperor Profound Beast; not only that, but a true dragon! Dragons were considered to be 

kings among beasts, for even between creatures of the same level, dragons would eclipse any other 

beasts in all aspects. Its hide, meat, blood, bones, horns, eyes, wings, and viscera... were all considered 

to be treasures amongst treasures. The most powerful beings within the Blue Wind Continent were of 

the Emperor Profound Realm; in other words, it was possible that this Flame Dragon was very likely, the 

first Emperor Profound beast that had been slain since an innumerable amount of years! This meant 

that the true value of the Flame Dragon’s corpse had shot up to an even more immeasurable height. 

Especially its Profound Core; for a Profound Core of a Sky Profound Dragon, the Burning Heaven Sect 

had not hesitated to mobilize five great experts at the Sky Profound Realm to hurriedly rush to this 

region from afar. As for the Profound Core of an Emperor Profound Dragon, not even they would dare 

have such an extravagant expectation. 

The Flame Dragon’s body weight at least hundreds of tons; such an enormous body, even if it was 

divided into four pieces, were still each comparable to four small mountains. From the Sky Poison Pearl, 

Yun Chen took out a dull, small dagger he’d taken from the Xiao Clan and cautiously probed the Flame 

Dragon’s body. With a muffled sound, the blade bent backwards and left behind nothing more than a 

superficial line. 

How could it be possible for Yun Che to cut this Flame Dragon’s body, that couldn’t be cut by the 

Burning Heaven Clan’s Sky Profound experts’ Burning Heaven Blade, with a common little dagger? 

However... this body that was tough to this terrifying degree was previously supplemented with the 

Flame Dragon’s tyrannical strength in a blink of sundered into four pieces by Jasmine.... in the blink of an 

eye, sundered into fourths by Jasmine... As Yun Che recalled the previous scene before him, he could 

not help but shudder. Even if Jasmine’s cultivation began from the womb, she was still thirteen or 

fourteen years old. How exactly was it possible that she had already reached such a frightening level... In 

front of Jasmine, Blue Wind Empire’s various “peerless geniuses” wouldn’t even be considered to be 

specks of dust. 



“Its skin and flesh is not something that you can cut open. However, the location of its Profound Core 

ought to have already been sliced open by this princess. You should search the tip of the cerebral 

vertebrae.” Jasmine’s voice sounded in Yun Che’s mind. 

Yun Che put away the dagger and headed toward the location Jasmine had pointed out. On the cross 

section of the flame dragon’s bloody corpse, he caught a glimpse of an incomparably dazzling scarlet 

light. 

This is... 

Yun Che promptly leapt forward and his hand precisely grabbed onto that speck of scarlet light. Upon 

landing, his hand had an additional round bead that was around one third the size of his palm. 

The Flame Dragon’s Profound Core! 

This was an item that would set the entire Blue Wind Continent into a frenzy! 

However, it was completely useless to the current Yun Che; because if Yun Che dared to refine and 

absorb its power right now, there could only be one outcome.... Death by bodily explosion! 

After obtaining the Profound Core, he could do nothing else about the remaining parts of the Flame 

Dragon, and could only move everything into the Sky Poison Pearl. Not only were spatial rings extremely 

expensive in the Profound Sky Continent, they usually had the storage space of a few cubic meters, 

which made it fundamentally impossible to store the Flame Dragon’s corpse. However, inside the Sky 

Poison Pearl was an unlimited amount of space; Even if the Flame Dragon’s corpse was ten times larger, 

he would still be able to effortlessly store it inside. 

Seeing that Yun Che had finished cleaning up the Flame Dragon’s corpse, Jasmine said with a serious 

tone: “Within the next month, you are not to leave the Scarlet Dragon Mountain Range. In this Scarlet 

Mountain Mountain Range, you are required to kill at least five Common beasts of the ninth rank or a 

Nascent Profound beast of the first rank every single day. Furthermore, do not try to attempt another 

breakthrough during this time period, but instead maximally stabilize your current profound power. 

“Yes!” Yun Che nodded. To suddenly jump from the fourth rank of the Elementary Profound Realm to 

the first rank of the Nascent Profound Realm, he indeed required some time to adjust and stabilize the 

spike in profound power. “Speaking of which, did you say that you’ll teach me Profound Skills?” 

“With your current profound power, there is only one Profound Skill this princess can teach you.” 

“What is it?” 

“Star God’s Broken Shadow!” Jasmine slowly said out the name: “This is a Profound Movement Skill, and 

its primary stage can be activated with the least amount of profound energy.” 

“Profound Movement Skill?” Yun Che was somewhat disappointed: “Are there no profound skills for 

attacking?” 

“Out of all the Profound Attacking Skills in this princess’ possession, there is not one the current you is 

capable of learning. Even though ‘Star God’s Broken Shadow’ is only a Profound Movement Skill, you 

definitely shouldn’t look down on it. If Star God’s Broken Shadow is put to use, your speed will 

instantaneously explode and become so fast that even your afterimage wouldn’t have enough time to 



fade away. If you are able to master the primary stage of Star God Broken Shadow, then you wouldn’t 

lose when facing against two opponents of the same rank. If you can achieve the pinnacle of this skill, 

even if the opponents are over three or five levels higher than you, they still wouldn’t be able to easily 

defeat you.” 

Jasmine’s last sentence instantly made Yun Che’s blood boil: “Also, it is this princess’ one and only 

Profound Movement Skill!” 

What was Jasmine’s current level? The strength of her one and only Profound Movement Skill was 

obvious. Yun Che immediately nodded, “Yes, I’ll learn! Umm... Let’s start right away!” 

Jasmine did not refuse and faintly stated: “If your perception is high enough, you can learn Star God’s 

Broken Shadow in three months, but if you perception is insufficient, you will not be able to learn it in 

your entire lifetime. Whether or not you are able to master it, and to what extent, shall be up to your 

own power of understanding now.” 

This princess’ spiritual health is poor and must quickly return to the Sky Poison Pearl to recover. This 

princess will first tell you how to activate Star God’s Broken Shadow and explain its main aspects.... After 

that, it will be up to you.” 

“Yes!” Yun Che earnestly nodded. He in place and and began to earnestly listen to Jasmine’s every word. 

The nearby residents and the Profound Beasts of this area did not dare approach the Flame Dragon 

Cave. And those people from the Burning Heaven Clan had already been scared out of their wits and it 

was even more impossible for them to return. Therefore, Yun Che did not have to worry about being 

disturbed in this place. 

Star God’s Broken Shadow... This was the very first Profound Skill Yun Che would learn in this world. 

Only, the current him was completely unaware of what the two words “Star God” truly implied. 

...................................................... 

Scarlet Dragon Mountain Range, one month later. 

It had just recently rained; the atmosphere was fresh and moist. Droplets of water still hung on the 

leaves and branches. At this moment, the stirring of the underbrush scared away the birds on the 

ground. As the bushes parted, an ash-gray wolf as tall as a man appeared with ferocious eyes and slowly 

moved about. 

It was a Nascent Profound Beast of the first rank. In the Scarlet Dragon Mountain Range, it was 

considered a menace and Elementary Profound Beasts did not dare to enter its territory. 

Suddenly, a prey appeared in its line of sight; it was a youth dressed in black. He continued to walk 

towards this direction with a smile on his face as if he was completely unaware of the gaze of those 

dreadful eyes. Step by step, he drew closer and closer. 

Whooosh!! 

The gray wolf’s silhouette shot out from the bush like lightning; its explosive speed was truly frightening. 

Even if it were a profound practitioner in the True Profound Realm, it was nearly impossible to evade 



the gray wolf’s surprise attack. As its target came closer and closer to the gray wolf’s line of sight, its 

teeth were already aimed at its target’s throat and prepared to ferociously bite down.... 

Bang! 

However, what caught the gray wolf off-guard was the fact that although it definitely reached the 

human’s body and was about to pin him down on the floor to bite at the throat, instead, its own body 

passed through the youth’s body and slammed into the ground. 

Only then did the image of the youth disappear. Then, a fist filled with profound energy struck from the 

right side of the gray wolf and ruthlessly smashed the top of its head. It died with a blood-curdling 

screech as blood oozing out of its orifices. 

With not even a single glance at the reckless gray wolf, Yun Che dusted his hands and continued to walk 

forward. 

Jasmine could not help but state: “To unexpectedly complete the first stage of the Star God’s Broken 

Shadow within this span of just one month; your previous sixteen years of being a cripple was truly a 

waste of your comprehension.” She had originally thought that it would take Yun Che at least three 

months to somewhat master the first stage, but never would have thought that he would completely 

perfect the first stage within just one month, and was even able to freely utilize it. 

Chapter 57 – New Moon City, Black Moon Merchant Guild 

New Moon City; located in the central eastern area of the Blue Wind Empire with a scale more than ten 

times larger than Floating Cloud City. Small sects and clans were established throughout the city like 

trees in a forest. The Blue Wind Imperial Family had also set up an Imperial Profound Government here, 

and even Xiao Sect and Burning Heaven Clan had branch sects in this location. Thus, countless young 

profound practitioners rushed in from every direction in hopes of the fortunate possibility that they may 

join the major sects, while pursuing the way of the profound. 

On this day, from the eastern side of the New Moon City gate, a youth dressed in black attire slowly 

walked up. He appeared to only be sixteen or seventeen and there was still some immaturity left on his 

features; however, his gaze was weighty and profound, and his complexion carried a resolute 

determination and indifference that was incompatible with his age. His progressive strides were very 

slow, and every step left a shallow print onto the solid ground along with a stream of startling sweat 

drops. 

The distance between Cyan Forest Town and New Moon City was a total of three hundred fifty 

kilometers, and Yun Che had been walking for over a month. It wasn’t because he did not want to arrive 

sooner, but because he simply could not walk any faster. 

On the day that he set off from Cyan Forest Town, Jasmine had asked him to find a heavy object that 

was more than two hundred kilograms.... But Yun Che was even more brutal on himself; he spent all of 

his remaining yellow profound coins and directly bought a chunk of pig iron that weighed three hundred 

and thirty kilograms from the smithery in Cyan Forest Town. Afterwards, Yun Che prepared rations and 

departed Cyan Forest Town. He didn’t buy a profound horse, but rather traveled by foot.... with this 

chunk of pig iron weighing three hundred and thirty kilos strapped onto his back. 



If it was for a profound practitioner at the True Profound Realm, this weight wasn’t considered to be 

much; however for a profound practitioner at the Nascent Profound Realm, this was definitely not a 

weight that could be easily ignored. 

The first day that Yun Che had carried the pig iron, every single step he took would consume a large 

amount of profound energy. At the same time, his shoulders would be in unbearable pain and his spine 

seemed like it would at break anytime. After walking for four hundred steps, all of his profound energy 

would be completely expended; his entire body would be pressed onto the ground by the pig iron and 

he would also be unable to stand back up for a long time. But after a slight recovery, he continued to 

march onwards, and carried that chunk of pig iron without the slightest intention of stopping. 

Just like that, Yun Che walked the entire three hundred and fifty kilometers. For food, he had his 

unchanging dried rations and the low level profound recovering pellets he made, while his drink was the 

water he prepared at the waterfall from the Scarlet Dragon Mountain Range. 

The sweat drops he left behind during this entire journey, if merged, was enough to form into a decently 

sized stream. 

Yun Che’s frightening willpower astonished Jasmine yet again. It was because throughout the entire 

journey, Yun Che had not put down the pig iron on his back even once; even if he was completely 

exhausted and his back bled, his expression did not reveal the slightest hint of resignation, nor did he let 

out any sounds of painful suffering. Instead, he remained incomparably composed. 

Three hundred and fifty kilometers. From the difficult initial step to the gradual adaption later on, after 

the process of exhausting and recovering again and again, for thousands of times, Yun Che’s profound 

energy in his profound veins became even more thicker and richer.... So much that there was an 

indication of another possible breakthrough half a month ago. However, Yun Che forcefully suppressed 

his profound power’s breakthrough. Since the earlier increase of his profound strength was too fierce, it 

was necessary for him to adequately stabilize the profound energy while also allowing his body to 

completely adapt and control his profound power. 

On this day, New Moon City’s city gate finally appeared in his line of sight. 

“Finally arrived.” As Yun Che strolled onward, the corner of his mouth formed a smile. 

“The current you can undoubtedly achieve a perfect victory against any Profound Beasts of the same 

level. But in the end, profound beasts only have low intelligence and have very singular and boring 

attack patterns. If you want to become a legitimately strong practitioner, you’ll need to battle more with 

people.... Then, let us start with this New Moon City.” Jasmine said, as if she was an experienced elderly 

person 

“Yes!” As Yun Che nodded his head. His gaze contained no fear at all, but instead possessed an indistinct 

excitement and expectation. 

“Now, put down the pig iron on your body. Your current body should be completely used to the huge 

growth spike of profound power..... No, even if it had spiked up a few more levels, your body should still 

be able to endure it.” 



Yun Che released the pig iron and dropped it down, causing it to smash a deep dent into the surface of 

the ground. At that instant, Yun Che felt that his body was so light that it seemed as if it didn’t exist. He 

slightly channeled some energy, and kicked under his foot; from this jump, he actually leapt over sixteen 

straight meters! After firmly landing onto the ground, he swung his right hand; a crimson colored flame 

fiercely ignited from his right hand, then quickly extinguished, re-ignited, and extinguished again.... he 

controlled it freely to his heart’s content without any resistance. 

“I’ll tell you some good news. With your current body, you can barely endure the first stage of the Evil 

God’s seven gates! Which means, you can now attempt to open the first gate when you meet an 

opponent that you can’t defeat!” 

“I can open the first gate already?” Yun Che’s face was full of astonishment. 

“Only barely. As a last resort, you can try to open it. With your current profound power and physique, it 

shouldn’t cause any major danger to your life. However, I* am unsure about whether or not it would 

cause any permanent damage. Before reaching the seventh level of Nascent Profound Realm, it’s best to 

not use it recklessly.” Jasmine’s spoke with warning words. 

Yun Che originally wanted to try to feel the sensation of opening the first gate, and at the same time, 

wanted to see how powerful the profound skills would be with the gate open. But after listening to 

Jasmine’s words, he could only obediently put down that thought. If by chance his body couldn’t endure 

and was injured permanently, that would certainly be a huge loss. 

As he walked closer to New Moon City, the thick and majestic city wall appeared in front of Yun Che with 

a wave of extremely oppressing force. Endless people flowed in and out under the towering city gate, 

displaying a bustle that would almost never occur in Floating Cloud City. 

If one entered the streets of New Moon City and looked around, different styles of buildings and 

storefronts sprawled on without end. As crowds moved together, the waves of clamor were like the 

tide; it was exceedingly lively and bustling. In addition, regardless of gender or age, nearly everyone 

carried varied levels of profound energy. 

“This is a large city after all. In comparison, Floating Cloud City only resembled a slightly large town.” Yun 

Che sighed. 

“Hello, the uncle over there. If I may ask, where is the location of the Black Moon Merchant Guild?” Yun 

Che stopped a middle-aged man who looked to be relatively good-natured, and politely asked him. 

“Black Moon Merchant Guild?” The man assessed Yun Che from head to toe. Although his ordinary 

attire and his overly young age made him a bit skeptical, he still extended his hand and pointed: “Head 

west straight from here, after crossing about seven streets, turn right and keep walking, then you’ll 

arrive. However, young man, for a place like Black Moon Merchant Guild, no matter buying or selling, it 

is necessary to have a considerable capital.” 

Yun Che nodded, said his thanks, and walked toward the direction he pointed to. After passing seven 

extremely long streets, he took a right turn. After continuously walking for another half a quarter of an 

hour, the flow of people suddenly decreased. Even the atmosphere had become quite different. 



A huge plaque embedded with a black waning moon appeared in Yun Che’s line of sight;the four words 

“Black Moon Merchant Guild” were lined horizontally below the black moon. Although they were only 

four words, they carried an inexplicable deterrent force. It was different from the bustling and liveliness 

on other streets; not only were the amount of people that passes through very few, most of them also 

walked with hurried footsteps and with their mouths tightly closed. Let alone being bustling, there 

weren’t even anyone that spoke loudly, as if they were afraid to disturb something. 

“This Black Moon Merchant Guild, is really just as grandfather had described.” Yun Che quietly muttered 

to himself. 

Black Moon Merchant Guild’s headquarters was located in the greatest country in the Profound Sky 

Continent, the Divine Phoenix Empire. Its branch guilds had reached every country and major city, and 

was reputed to be the biggest merchant guild chain in the Profound Sky Continent. 

Of course the Black Moon Merchant Guild wasn’t as simple as just a merchant guild; to make the Black 

Moon Merchant Guild dominate all of Profound Sky Continent, one could imagine the degree of 

influence behind its back. When Xiao Lie had talked about the Black Moon Merchant Guild earlier, he 

had very seriously mentioned that even the four major sects would never dare to be rash in the Black 

Moon Merchant Guild. 

The Black Moon Merchant Guild’s system was extremely stringent; in transactions, they could almost 

achieve absolute fairness, and would never be biased against any one side. However, the Black Moon 

Merchant Guild usually only deal in merchandise with a high enough grade, and would never take even a 

glance at goods of a lower quality. 

After confirming the position of the Black Moon Merchant Guild, Yun Che went into a corner with no 

one around.. He then took out a small bottle of medicinal powder he had refined earlier, and quickly 

smeared it on his face. 

“What are you doing?” Jasmine curiously asked. 

Yun Che did not answer. After he lifted up his face again, the immature features had already 

disappeared, and what replaced it was the resolute and stern face of a middle-aged person; even his 

gaze was filled with the vicissitude of life. He also rubbed small amounts of the medicinal powder onto 

his hands, which made them appear somewhat shriveled. Then he took out a cloak that appeared to be 

slightly worn out, switched out the black clothing he was wearing before, and took out a bamboo hat 

that covered a half of his face after being worn. 

“You even know how to disguise?” Jasmine yelled out in astonishment. 

“For a doctor of miracles, being able to disguise is nothing.” Yun Che had on a proud smile. Soon after, 

his entire face became stiff and ice-cold, and even his voice turned hoarse: “No matter where Black 

Moon Merchant Guild appears, it would always be the magnate of the Merchant Guilds in the area, 

unmatched by anyone. If it is a high enough grade, Black Moon Merchant Guild would buy and sell 

anything.... There may even be pretty clothing for girls; let’s go in and take a look.” 

As he mentioned the words “pretty clothing for girls”, Yun Che clearly heard Jasmine let out the faint 

*chirp* sound of bird. 



For commoners, they would all hold a sense of deep reverence toward the Black Moon Merchant Guild; 

when they pass by this place, they would all quickly walk past, and did not dare to make any movements 

that could possibly offend the Black Moon Merchant Guild. Yun Che’s bizarre appearance had attracted 

many people’s attention; but when they saw him calmly and readily walk into the Black Moon Merchant 

guild, their gazes that looked at Yun Che also filled with a little bit of reverence.... To have the capital to 

trade inside Black Moon Merchant Guild, one would undoubtedly be a person of great importance. 

The interior of the Black Moon Merchant Guild was very spacious, and its silence carried a kind of 

looming pressure. If normal people walked inside, they would all be constrained by the atmosphere, to 

the point of not being able to breath. Atop the enormous cargo shelves, there was a dazzling assortment 

of merchandise; medicinal ingredients, pellets, weapons, armors, gems, low rank profound beast cores, 

and even low rank profound skills.... It had everything. But unquestionably, none of the things being sold 

here were inexpensive. Some may be impossible for a regular family to purchase even with a lifetimes 

worth of savings. 

Chapter 58 – False Bravado 

There was a thirty something year old man standing behind the counter inside the Black Moon 

Merchant Guild. Even though Yun Che had entered with this strange disguise, he only glanced at him 

and asked: “Buying or selling?” 

Yun Che went straight to the point; raising his right hand to place three scarlet-colored pills on top of the 

counter, he coldly said: “Three Fire Spirit Pills, make an offer!” 

These three Fire Spirit Pills were made by refining the Fire Spirit Grass Yun Che had collected from the 

Flame Dragon’s cave. 

“Fire Spirit Pill?” The clerk’s rigid face finally made a small expression as he picked up one of the pills and 

lightly stroked it. Suddenly, his complexion changed and was barely able to let out his voice: “Ten... 

Tenth rank Fire Spirit Pill!!” 

In order to synthesize a medicine pill, it had to pass through the required harvesting of ingredients, 

looking through the storage, selecting the correct refining tools, proper heat control, and a crucial 

refining skill. So it was normal for the potency of the medicinal power to be reduced during this whole 

process. During the refining process, even for an high level pharmacist, it was practically impossible to 

avoid losing some of the medicinal power. Therefore, a pill of the sixth rank was already considered a 

top grade item. A pill of the seventh or eighth rank was rare and was already considered to be the 

highest quality. A top-notch pharmacist belonging to one of the major sects might be able to produce a 

pill of the ninth rank, but it would be considered a peerless item. As for a tenth ranked pill, even for a 

first rate pharmacist, to come across one would be one in a ten thousand. 

The higher the potency of the medicine pill, the higher the price, and the faster the body would be able 

to naturally refine it. The price of an eight ranked pill would be double of the price of a seventh ranked 

pill. But for a ninth ranked pill, it would almost be impossible to be found on the market. These were 

usually kept by the major sects for use for their core disciples or used to offer tribute. As for a tenth 

ranked pill, it was also rarely seen even in the Profound Sky Continent’s Black Moon Merchant Guild. 



If only one of the pills was tenth ranked, it would be nothing much, but the clerk stared with wide eyes 

when he realized that all three of the Fire Spirit Pills were of the tenth rank. Fire Spirit Grass was already 

hard to find, but it was also very difficult to refine it into a Fire Spirit Pill. As for it being of the tenth rank, 

he had never even heard of one before. He could only imagine what would happen if a Profound 

Practitioner practicing in the fire arts were to set their eyes on these three Fire Spirit Pills; they would 

most likely covet it with eyes popping out. 

“Make an offer!” Yun Che coldly said again. 

The clerk finally snapped out of it and quickly brought out a black wooden box and placed the three Fire 

Spirit Pills into it to prevent the medicinal energy from dispersing. His expression was now a bit more 

respectful as he faced Yun Che.... 

These were three Fire Spirit Pills of the tenth rank and were actually brought out to be sold for money! 

Black Moon Merchant Guild usually had an air of arrogance, but anyone would be able to tell that this 

person was definitely of great importance. The clerk courteously said: “These three Fire Spirit Pills of the 

tenth rank are the best of the best, as for the price... I will give you a hundred purple profound coins 

each; therefore, how about three hundred purple profound coins total?” 

“...” Yun Che was silent for a while. 

Since Yun Che was silent for quite some time, the clerk began to panic in fear. He carefully took note of 

the situation; if the price was not satisfactory, he would not hesitate to increase it. These three Fire 

Spirit Pills of the tenth rank, each one would without a doubt obtain a sky-high price if sold to any one of 

those major sects of the Profound Sky Continent that practiced in the fire attribute. 

How was he supposed to know Yun Che was silent not because of the low-ball offer.... but was 

immediately taken aback by the offered price 

Three hundred purple profound coins... Holy crap!! That was a whole three million yellow profound 

coins!! It was equivalent to a century’s worth of income from an average family! 

On the Azure Cloud Continent, during the times he followed his master around, his master refined 

medicine to save lives and never once did he charge a single coin. After the death of his master, he had 

only used the Sky Poison Pearl to refine medicine pills for himself to use in order to increase his 

strength; therefore, he had no concept of the actual market price or value of each medicinal pill. 

He had originally thought selling a Fire Spirit Pill for one purple profound coin would have already been 

pretty good. After selling three, he would have enough to live extravagantly for a short while. But he 

never expected he would be offered three hundred purple profound coins; he was stupefied. 

These medicine pills were unexpectedly quite valuable!! 

On the Profound Sky Continent, good medicinal pills were ridiculously expensive. Because high-grade 

medicine pills were used for Profound Cultivation; it was a shortcut to increase one’s Profound Energy. 

Many painstakingly years of cultivation could not compare with just being able to intake a medicinal pill. 

His continued silence made the clerk nervously state, “If you are still unsatisfied with the price, then...” 

Before even letting him finish, Yun Che exclaimed: “Deal!” 



For his offer to be immediately accepted, the clerk could not hide his delight; because even if one was 

priced to be sold for a thousand purple profound coins, any of those major sects would easily fight over 

it. He quickly gathered the Fire Spirit Pills and turned around. After a while, he brought out a shiny violet 

card, presented to Yun Che and stated, “This is your Profound Currency Card, please accept it. If you 

require anything else, you are always welcomed at our Black Moon Merchant Guild.” 

This violet Profound Currency Card held the coins inside it. Yun Che decided to inspect its content and 

found not a single coin less; it was exactly three hundred purple profound coins! 

Yun Che has never had this much money in his entire life. His entire savings for the past sixteen years 

could only amount to a little more than a thousand yellow profound coins. 

Three hundred purple profound coins! How long would it take to spend all of it? If Little Aunt saw this, 

she would definitely be shocked. 

After putting the Profound Currency Card away, Yun Che did not immediately leave. He used his right 

hand to again put something on the counter and coldly said, “A profound core, your offer!” 

After placing the scarlet-colored profound core on the counter, Yun Che heard Jasmine’s questioning 

voice in his head: “What are you doing? You want to sell it? Are you crazy?” 

Yun Che promptly replied: “No no, of course I’m not selling it. You don’t have to worry; I just want to 

scare them a little so that in the future, it would be more convenient for me to do business here.” 

Jasmine did not respond. 

“Profound core?” the clerk suspiciously picked it up. Members of the Black Moon Merchant Guild, even 

of the lowest rank, still had the ability to be an astonishing person. However, he was still unable to 

determine which beast this profound beast core came from. 

He picked up the profound core and gently caressed it. Soon after, his complexion suddenly changed; his 

eyes opened wide as he raised both trembling hands: “This... this... this this this... dragon... dragon core! 

Not only that, it’s an Emperor Profound Dragon Core!!” 

“Humph! Fussing over nothing, quickly make an offer!” Yun Che said impatiently. 

The clerk placed the profound core back onto the counter, afraid to pick it up again. His view of Yun Che 

had completely changed from before; it was a difference of heaven and earth. He politely said: 

“Esteemed Customer, please... please wait a moment. For such an important matter, this little one here 

does not have the authority to make the decision...” 

At this point, he turned around and shouted towards the floor above, “Elder Pu, come quickly! It’s an 

important business matter! Quick!” 

Not long after, a petite elderly man appeared atop the staircase and slowly walked down. Even though 

the staircase was made of wood, his steps did not make the typical creaking noise one would make. His 

pair of eyes were gentle yet full of vitality. His name was Pu He —— known to everyone in New Moon 

City as the manager of this Black Moon Merchant Guild branch. 

“Important business matter?” Pu He calmly, yet proudly, walked over and subtly glanced at Yun Che. 



“Elder Pu, come... come look!” The clerk picked up the profound core with trembling hands and 

presented it to Pu He. 

Pu He glared at him and displeasingly said, “Humph. Get a hold of yourself, how can you let such a small 

profound core put you in this state! Could it be that this is a Sky Profound core? Look at you, people will 

start to think that our Black Moon Merchant Guild is lacking!” 

Pu He lectured with an icy glare as he took the profound core. In that instant, he suddenly stopped 

talking as his hands slightly trembled. He quickly brought it closer to his eyes and carefully used a bit of 

his profound energy to examine it. His body trembled as his beard perked up and cried out with a voice 

an octave higher than the clerk’s, “Emp... Emperor Profound... Dragon Core!!” 

The clerk secretly gave him a look... Just a moment ago, you lectured me, but you yelled out louder than 

I did. 

“Humph! A mere Emperor Profound core has already gotten you guys to cause such a fuss; Black Moon 

Merchant Guild is truly promising.” 

Pu He was extremely shocked when he heard this statement said by a cold husky voice. He promptly hid 

his expression, looked at Yun Che, and earnestly sized him up. He carefully placed the Flame Dragon’s 

core back onto the counter and respectfully asked: “Esteemed Customer, would it be possible to tell us 

your honorable name?” 

When he first came down, he had only glanced at Yun Che. Upon seeing the zombie-like face, he had 

only snorted in disdain because who in New Moon City would dare to be cocky in his Black Moon 

Merchant Guild. But now, Pu He thought the way Yun Che looked was perfectly normal. A person who 

was capable of obtaining an Emperor Profound Dragon core, what kind of existence was he? What use 

would he have for a small town’s Black Moon Merchant Guild? 

When he studied this “middle-aged man” earlier, he had been shocked because this person possessed 

extremely sharp and keen eyes. With such eyes, it would be impossible to hide anything in front of this 

man. 

Yun Che squinted his eyes, with a cold demeanor asked: “Your Black Moon Merchant Guild just conducts 

business transactions, when did it add on a new rule of asking for someone’s name?”, 

In that split second, Pu He felt a hint of killing intent... Although it was only for a brief moment, it still 

made all the hair on his body stand up. He himself had killed many people in this lifetime and had been 

through many near-death experiences as well; so he was very easily able to understand and sense killing 

intent. But in his entire life, he had never felt such a terrifying killing intent from a moment ago; he 

could not even image how many people one would have to kill to obtain such a terrifying killing aura... 

Ten thousand? A hundred thousand... Or possibly.... a number that would scare even ghosts, a million? 

Perhaps the killing intent of a Hell Asura in legends would not possibly compare to this. 

Pu He’s heart rate jumped up as he broke out in a cold sweat; of all the years he had been in New Moon 

City, this was the very first time he’d ever broken out in cold sweat. A deathly pale face with a terrifying 

murderous aura; he was even able to take out an Emperor Profound core as if it was nothing... Exactly 



what Realm was this person in! This murderous aura; perhaps killing people was something he casually 

did... Then if someone were to annoy him... 

At this point, Pu He’s back was soaked with cold sweat; he lowered his head and respectfully answered: 

“No no, please don’t mind Pu He. In the presence of one who is able to kill an Emperor Profound beast, 

nevertheless an Emperor Profound True Dragon, one can only be admired and be unrivaled. Pu He 

couldn’t hold back his admiration and let his tongue slip.” 

He really wanted to know the rank of this “terrifying person”, but even if he was given even more 

courage, he would still not dare to test Yun Che’s level of Profound power. 

“Humph!” Yun Che coldly snorted. 

After the murderous aura had dispersed, Pu He was finally able to let out a sigh of relief and politely 

asked: “An Emperor Profound core is an immeasurable treasure; not to mention New Moon City, even in 

all of Blue Wind Empire, one would only appear once in a century. Why would our Esteemed Customer 

would want such a treasure... to be sold?” 

“It’s useless to me!” Yun Che nonchalantly stated. 

Useless to him? Pu He’s heart skipped a beat... Even an Emperor Profound core was easily dismissible, 

exactly what realm was this person in? 

Pu He bitterly smiled and said, “Esteemed Customer, although this Pu greatly desires this Emperor 

Profound Dragon core, I do not want to hide the fact that this is an extremely valuable item, so its value 

is simply incalculable. Even if this Pu offered you the value of this Black Moon Merchant Guild’s branch, 

it may still only be worth one fifth of this Emperor Profound Dragon’s core.” 

Chapter 59 – Brother-In-Law?! 

“However, if Esteemed Customer is set on selling it, it would be better to go to our Black Moon 

Merchant Guild branch located in Blue Wind Imperial City. They will definitely be able to offer you a 

price that is to your satisfaction,” stated Pu He as he carefully picked up the Emperor Profound Dragon 

core and placed it in front of Yun Che. 

Yun Che silently took back the profound core without the slightest change in facial expression. He did 

not leave immediately, but suddenly asked: “What kind of person is Sikong Han?” 

This question startled Pu He, but he politely replied: “In New Moon City, this Pu only knows of one called 

Sikong Han. He is the Great Elder of the New Moon Profound Palace appointed here by the Imperial 

Family; he is an upright individual with a very high standing in New Moon City. Is there some kind of 

relationship between Esteemed Customer and Sikong Han?” 

“Humph!” 

Yun Che just snorted without even a reply, turned, and started to leave... At this moment, Jasmine 

suddenly voiced out mentally: “Don’t leave! This princess wants that red one, buy it buy it buy it!” 

Yun Che stopped in his tracks, turned back around and looked in the direction of what Jasmine was 

talking about. Towards the top left of the enormous shelf full of goods, he saw a dark red dress. It was a 



small, yet exquisite dress that was clearly made for a young lady. He pointed at the dress and asked with 

oblique eyes: “How much?” 

Yun Che stopping and suddenly coming back startled Pu He; he promptly looked at the dress and politely 

answered: “Esteemed Customer, you may not know this, but this ‘Smoky Red Fairy Dress’ is made for 

girls under fourteen years of age. It is rather small and may not be suitable for your wife.” 

Yun Che rolled his eyes and coldly replied: “Daughter.” 

Jasmine: “~！#￥%......” 

Pu He promptly explained: “This Smoky Red Fairy Dress was made with heavenly silk chiffon and 

embroidered with eighty one blood red crystal tassels; not only is its luster breathtaking, it can ward off 

evil spirits and is quite delicate to the touch. In the entire New Moon City, this is the one and only 

available; therefore, it is somewhat expensively priced at five hundred purple profound coins.” 

“......” Yun Che’s outer appearance remained quite calm, but his heart felt like it had just been trampled 

by a few thousand galloping mud-grass-horses. 

Of course Yun Che knew what blood red crystals were. Not only were their color radiant, when worn on 

the body, it could help regulate blood flow and ward off evil spirits; therefore, it was quite expensive. 

But this Fairy Dress had rows of glistening tassels, and all of them were blood red crystals! All eighty one 

of them! And its value, was unexpectedly priced as high as five hundred purple profound coins! 

At first, getting ahold of three hundred purple profound coins was like getting rich overnight for Yun 

Che, and he hadn’t even thought about how he would spend it. Who would have thought that he could 

not even afford to buy a single girl’s dress!! This shrewd Black Moon Merchant Guild; when it came to 

selling, they were definitely not playing around! 

Before coming to New Moon City, he had already promised Jasmine multiple times that he would buy 

her the finest of clothes, but the very first piece that caught her attention was this... 

Seeing Yun Che’s predicament, Pu He did not even hesitate as he reached for the Smoky Red Fairy Dress, 

placed it in front of Yun Che and said while smiling: “When Esteemed Customer brought the Emperor 

Profound Dragon core here, you had already been quite considerate of us, but this Pu’s little store’s 

financials were truly lacking and has inconvenienced you. This Smoky Red Fairy Dress, please accept this 

gift as an apology and...” 

Pu He swallowed and cautiously said: “Take this chance to become friends.” 

Even for this small branch of the Black Moon Merchant Guild, five hundred purple profound coins was 

by no means a small amount. But if they were able to make a good impression on this great individual 

and create even a small favorable relationship, it would absolutely be worth it. 

Yun Che was silent for a moment, then picked up the Smoky Red Fairy Dress, and slowly turned to leave 

as he made a short statement: “I will remember this favor.” 

As Yun Che disappeared from his line of sight, Pu He finally let out a sigh of relief as he subconsciously 

wiped the sweat off his forehead. The clerk who did not dare to make a single sound finally walked over 

and whispered: “Elder Pu, when did New Moon City have such a person of this magnitude; he even had 



an Emperor Profound core. This this... Earlier, when I realized it was an Emperor Profound core, my 

heart almost stopped from the shock. If news of the Emperor Profound Dragon core was to spread... the 

entirety of New Moon City, no... no! Experts from all over would flock here to New Moon City and...” 

After speaking to this point, the clerk just shuddered. 

“You fool!” Pu He glared at him: “How can that person be from New Moon City! If there was such a 

person here in New Moon City, wouldn’t we know? Furthermore, he has an Emperor Profound Dragon 

core and wanted to sell it; it’s obvious it means nothing to him. This person’s Profound Realm should be 

beyond the scope of our understanding. Do you really think he would be afraid of those who would 

come after his Emperor Profound Dragon core?” 

“But, when he first came in and I probed his profound strength, how come I only sensed that he was 

only at the first rank of the Nascent Profound Realm?” 

“You’re still too young.” Pu He patted him on the shoulder and earnestly said: “A person who is able to 

kill an Emperor Profound beast; there’s no way you would be able to sense what Profound Realm he 

was in! Once you’re at his level, one can easily hide their Profound aura; not to mention lowering it to 

the Nascent Profound Realm, it wouldn’t be odd if they lowered it to the Elementary Profound Realm. 

So the next time you come across someone who seems to be of a lower Profound Realm, especially if 

they’re not young, you absolutely cannot be haughty because they might actually be an top-notch 

expert.” 

“Ooooh.” The clerk nodded and brought out the black wooden box used to hold the Fire Spirit Pills and 

said: “Elder Pu, I almost forgot, but before he brought out the Profound core, there were these three 

Fire Spirit Pills; also, these three Fire Spirit Pills are all of the tenth rank!” 

“What!?” The startled Pu He immediately picked up the three Fire Spirit Pills and spoke with a trembling 

voice: “To be able to create tenth ranked medicine pills; only those first rate pharmacists from the top 

major sects are able to accomplish it. This person must be from a place at the same level of the 

Sanctuary or the Ocean Palace. No wonder he had such a terrifying killing aura!” 

When recalling the killing intent that made all of his hair stand up, Pu He shuddered. He was quite 

relieved that the previous situation was handled properly.... on top of that, they had actually gained a 

bit of favor. 

After Yun Che left the Black Moon Merchant Guild, he walked a considerable distance before finding an 

uninhabited area. He quickly changed his clothes, removed the disguise on his face, and leisurely walked 

out in a different direction in which he came from. Then came the angry voice of Jasmine in his head: 

“You dare say that this princess is your daughter!” 

“I had no other choice. Was I supposed to say I was buying it for my master?” 

“Yeah, that wouldn’t do.... Humph! I’ll let it pass this time because this piece of clothing is really not bad, 

but if you ever dare to speak nonsense about this princess again, I’ll definitely not show you any mercy!” 

“Five hundred purple profound coins! If I added up the value of all the clothes I had worn in two 

lifetimes, it still wouldn’t add up to the value of a piece of this dress!” Yun Che barked back. 



“This princess granted you new Profound Veins and even became your master. To this day, I’ve only 

wanted this five hundred purple profound coins worth of an item and you’re already complaining.” 

Yun Che was speechless... 

“You really were too bold earlier and went as far as letting them get ahold of the profound core. Aren’t 

you afraid that they would kill you for it? This princess can’t even use a bit of her profound energy right 

now; if they decided to act, not only would we lose the profound core, we’d lose our lives as well!” 

Jasmine coldly exclaimed. 

“No, it’s the opposite.” Yun Che laughed: “The more arbitrarily I leave the Profound Core in their hands, 

the more afraid they’ll be to try anything devious; even if they did sense my Profound Strength, it would 

only cause them to become more cautious. As for whether they’d spread this information, that’s their 

own business and I could care less. But if I had to guess, there’s a ninety percent chance that they 

won’t.” 

“Today, this princess has finally seen what false bravado was. However by doing this, what are you really 

up to?” 

“In the entire Profound Sky Continent, the one with the most resources and connections is the Black 

Moon Merchant Guild. As for the truly good items, they will inflate the price and only sell them to the 

major sects. For a person like me, even if I was wealthy, they still wouldn’t sell to me. Therefore, I had to 

make a strong impression and establish myself in their eyes. In any case, having this Emperor Profound 

Dragon core, along with my disguise, I could easily accomplished this. Like this, it’ll be more convenient 

to deal with the Black Moon Merchant Guild in the future...... Oh oh, not even speaking of the future, 

didn’t it already work just earlier? Everyone in the Black Moon Merchant Guild is quite arrogant; If I 

hadn’t scared them just now, would they have eagerly taken the initiative to gift this Smoky Red Fairy 

Dress to me? Oh right, the Udumbara Flower and even the Purple Veined God Crystals that you need, 

the Black Moon Merchant Guild also has the highest probability of having it.” 

Jasmine was silent for a while, before suddenly asking: “Earlier in the Black Moon Merchant Guild, 

what’s with the murderous aura that came from you?” 

That split second of killing intent had even shocked Jasmine. It was a kind of murderous aura that could 

almost solidify, and was not a bit inferior to her own murderous aura... ... This kind of murderous aura 

could not be cultivated, nor could it be faked; only through taking innumerable number of lives would 

one slowly accumulate it. But a murderous aura to be at this bone-chilling level, at least hundreds of 

thousand or even millions of lives had to to be taken.... 

That split second of killing intent had even caused enough fear for Pu He who was at the Earth Profound 

Realm to suffocate. Otherwise, for people of Pu He’s level, with their years of experience and keen eyes, 

it wouldn’t be guaranteed that they wouldn’t doubt Yun Che. 

Yun Che paused for a while, and spoke with melancholy: “ If I told you, you definitely wouldn’t believe 

me, but we are... truly alike.” 

.............................. 



Aside from the Imperial Capital in Blue Wind Imperial City, there was a total of seventy two other cities 

with Profound Palaces appointed by the Imperial Family. New Moon City was one of those cities and its 

New Moon Profound Palace was ranked among the best. In addition, the requirement to get accepted 

into the palace wasn’t considered high, or at least, was much lower than those slightly famous middle 

leveled sects; therefore, countless Profound Practitioners tried to seek admittance every year. 

The New Moon Profound Palace in New Moon City had established the Profound Department, Medicine 

Department, Literature Department, Music Department, Art Department.... et cetera, for a total of 

thirteen departments; so it was only natural the area that the palace occupied would be huge. Sikong 

Han, whom Yun Che was searching for, was also the Head Elder of the New Moon Profound Palace and 

his position was second only to the three Palace Chiefs. However, even Xiao Lie was not aware of Sikong 

Han’s identity in New Moon City. 

After asking around, Yun Che quickly arrived at New Moon Profound Palace’s location. As he was 

hesitating on whether or not he should enter, an exaggerated voice suddenly came from his left: “B-b-

b.... brother-in-law!!!?” 

Chapter 60 – New Moon Profound Palace, Sikong Han 

This voice stunned Yun Che for a moment. He turned around and bewilderedly looked at the imposing 

man in front of him.... Ah no, it was a youth! When seeing his figure, no one would believe that he was 

only a youth of fifteen. With a height of over two meters and twenty or thirty centimeters, his entire 

body was even more shockingly burly; blocks of muscles were stacked up high, and just by standing 

there, he looked like a small mountain.... 

“Yuanba! Why are you here?” Yun Che said with a completely astonished face. This astonishingly burly 

youth was actually Xia Qingyue’s little brother, and his only best friend from a young age —- Xia Yuanba! 

“Brother-in-law, it really is you!” Seeing Yun Che’s face, Xia Yuanba’s voice grew somewhat louder as he 

rushed over with a face that brimmed with surprise and joy. As he ran over, even the ground slightly 

quivered; if one saw Xia Yuanba’s posture, it looked as if he may be coming in for a bear hug. Yun Che 

could not help but feel his scalp go numb, and unconsciously took two steps back... If he was hugged like 

this, suffering a bone fracture would be considered as getting off light. 

“Stop-stop-stop-stop-stop!” Yun Che quickly waved his hands, stopping the excited Xia Yuanba who’d 

almost hugged him. He then looked at him from head to toe, and asked again: “Yuanba, why are you 

here in this place?” 

“I should be the one asking Brother-in-law this question.” Xia Yuanba’s face flushed with excitement: 

“Half a year ago, I heard you were driven out of your clan. I searched for you for many days but I still 

failed to find you. Phew, it’s really good that you’re alright. I thought that something had happened to 

you, and couldn’t sleep peacefully at all during these past six months.” 

Xia Yuanba’s surprise and concern came entirely from the bottom of his heart. In this world, apart from 

Xiao Lie and Xiao Lingxi, the only person who cared about him was his childhood friend, Xia Yuanba. 

With his heart greatly moved, Yun Che stepped forward and patted his robust arm: “Rest assured, my 

life is awfully tough, how could anything happen to me? Being driven out of the Xiao Clan was actually a 

good thing; the outside world is much more wonderful than the Floating Cloud City that we spent ten or 



so years of our lives in. These past six months I’ve been continuously walking west from Floating Cloud 

City, and it was only today that I arrived at New Moon City. For you to be here.... Don’t tell me?” 

Yun Che looked to the side and glanced at New Moon Profound Palace’s large and eye-catching 

signboard. 

“Hehe, Brother-in-law really is smart. I’ve currently entered the New Moon Profound Palace.” As he 

spoke about the New Moon Profound Palace, Yuanba’s face expressed a hint of pride: “I had already 

came here six months ago, and I’ve also entered the Profound Department’s Class One.” 

“Class One? Is it hard to enter this class?” Listening to Xia Yuanba’s tone, this “Class One” seemed to be 

very amazing. 

“Of course.” Xia Yuanba nodded and boastfully said: “Class One is taught by Profound Department’s 

Great Elder himself. The requirements to enter the Class One is the highest; you must either have 

enough talent, or... Hehe, have sufficient connections. 

Yun Che remembered that six months ago, Xia Yuanba was at the fourth level of Elementary Profound 

Realm. At this age, that level could only be regarded as mediocre and not even a dime of “good enough 

talent”; which meant that it could only be the latter. Yun Che asked with a face full of suspicion: “Your 

family has a relationship with the New Moon Profound Palace?” 

Xia Yuanba answered with an embarrassed laugh: “Oh. As a matter of fact, when my grandfather was 

young, he would often visit New Moon City and made a really good friend here. That friend later 

became one of the Vice-Chiefs of New Moon Profound Palace. Therefore, not only did I not take the test 

to get into New Moon Profound Palace, but I also got into Class One.” 

“Let’s not talk about these things. Brother-in-law, were you always by yourself? Did you find a place to 

stay in New Moon City yet? What are you going to do from now on?” Xia Yuanba asked in a somewhat 

anxious tone; his deep feelings of concern was exhibited through this question. He understood Yun Che 

all too well; physique was only so-so, had never stepped outside of Floating Cloud City before reaching 

sixteen, and the most crucial point was that, with his profound vein disability, it was fundamentally 

impossible for him to have the ability to defend himself. It was hard to not worry about him. 

Yun Che did not answer Xia Yuanba’s question but instead asked as he raised his head: “The Great Elder 

you talked about that supervises Class One, is he called Sikong Han?” His figure was not considered 

short but standing in front of Xia Yuanba, he almost felt like that he had just walked out of a Lilliputian 

Nation. 

“Eh? That’s right. That’s exactly Elder Sikong. Brother-in-law, didn’t you just arrive at New Moon City? 

How do you know about Elder Sikong?” Xia Yuanba asked whilst rubbing his head. 

“He and my grandfather had a relationship; before I left Floating Cloud City, Grandfather told me to 

come and find him.” Yun Che said. 

When he heard what Yun Che had said Xia Yuanba’s eyes immediately brightened, as he excitedly 

replied: “That’s great! Elder Sikong’s prestige is very high in New Moon City, and he also treats others 

very nicely. If he and Grandfather Xiao knows each other, perhaps he can arrange a place for you to 

stay... Mn, it would be even better if he could arrange a place inside New Moon Profound Palace.” 



Yun Che started to smile: “Then, take me to find him.” 

Actually, Yun Che did not intend to stay in New Moon City for long, because beneath the heavens, 

everywhere was his training ground. Only, he was unwilling to abandon his grandfather’s painstaking 

wish and also wanted to see if he could get some sort of opportunity from Sikong Han. 

“Oh, okay.” Xia Yuanba immediately nodded. Then, his expression suddenly paused a bit as he reached 

out his hand to scratch his ears: “But, it’s not definite that you’ll be able to see him today. Because today 

just happens to be the new Palace Chief’s appointment day, and there’s still a congratulatory feast in the 

evening. I heard that all of New Moon City’s well-known sects and clans with influence will all be there; 

Elder Sikong should be busy preparing for it.” 

Yun Che thought for a bit, and said: “So it’s like this... Lets still go and visit him. It’s best if we can get to 

see him, and if we couldn’t manage see him, then we’ll put it off for tomorrow.” 

“Oh, okay.” 

Immediately, Xia Yuanba brought Yun Che and walked toward the New Moon Profound Palace’s main 

entrance. At the main entrance, the two were stopped. The young gatekeeper held out his arm in front 

of Yun Che and blocked him: “Non-disciples of the Palace are not allowed to enter.” 

Xia Yuanba quickly said: “Senior Brother Zhan, he is my brother-in-law, and has business with Elder 

Sikong.” 

The person that Yuanba called “Senior Brother Zhan” had a solemn complexion, and respectfully said: 

“Usually, a Palace disciple can bring one person inside, but not today. This evening is the congratulatory 

feast for the new Palace Chief’s appointment; the Elders are currently busy with many affairs, and it’s 

inconvenient to meet guests. If you have any business, come back tomorrow.” 

“This....” Xia Yuanba could only helplessly look at Yun Che. 

Yun Che deliberately took out the wooden tablet that grandfather had given him, and said: “I wonder if 

this wooden tablet could possibly let me enter and see Elder Sikong right now?” 

“Senior Brother Zhan” casually glanced at the wooden tablet. As he was about to speak, his gaze 

suddenly snapped back onto the wooden tablet again, and answered while knitting his brow: “This is.... 

Elder Sikong’s Seven Profound Tablet? Oh, should’ve taken that out earlier, please enter.” 

When he finished speaking, he withdrew his extended arm, took a step back, and signaled Yun Che and 

Xia Yuanba to come in. 

Yun Che only wanted to try it, but he didn’t expect that it would actually succeed. After entering New 

Moon Profound Palace, Xia Yuanba said with an astonished face: “Brother-in-law, how do you have Elder 

Sikong’s Seven Profound Tablet? Only the seven people closest to the Elder have this, and with this 

tablet, you could be considered a person of the New Moon Profound Palace, and can freely enter the 

New Moon Profound Palace as well. 

“Sikong Han gave it to grandfather back then when they were young; perhaps it’s to help grandfather to 

find him with ease in the New Moon Profound Palace.” Yun Che interpreted. He then thought: Sikong 



Han actually gave such a tablet to grandfather, it seems that back in those days, Grandfather didn’t 

grant him just any small kindness. 

Now, Xia Yuanba brought Yun Che and directly walked toward the Elder’s Hall in New Moon Profound 

Palace; along the way he introduced New Moon Profound Palace and what he had experienced in the 

past six months to Yun Che. 

At this moment, Yun Che suddenly heard Jasmine’s somewhat peculiar voice in his mind: “This person, is 

your friend?” 

“Yes. Are there any problems?” For Jasmine to actually ask about Xia Yuanba, Yun Che’s heart bursted 

with surprise. 

“How old?” 

“Fifteen and a half.” 

“Fifteen and a half years old......” Jasmine pondered for a second, then said with a low voice: “This 

person, actually possesses the Tyrannical Emperor’s Divine Veins!” 

“Tyrannical Emperor’s..... Divine Veins?” Yun Che’s footsteps paused, frowning: “What do you mean?” 

“His Profound Veins are very special, his vein width is more than twice that of ordinary people, and even 

the structure is quite different. These Profound Veins are known as the Tyrannical Emperor’s Divine 

Veins. Even in the Divine... Well, in short, it is an extremely rare profound vein, if it were in the place 

where I was born, people who have this profound vein would inevitably dominate a region, and be 

appointed as an emperor. But for it to have appeared in this kind of place, what a wasted vein! The 

reason why his veins are excessively large is also because of his Tyrannical Emperor’s Divine Veins. With 

these veins, while it’s not obvious at the Elementary Profound Realm, once he steps into the Nascent 

Profound Realm and his profound power matures, he would have to put in at least ten times the effort 

of ordinary people for every level after! Also, throughout his entire lifetime, he can only progress up to 

Nascent Profound Realm, and will never breakthrough into True Profound Realm。” 

Yun Che: “....” 

“Brother-in-law, we’re here.” 

Even though Yun Che wanted to continue to question, Xia Yuanba had already pulled him in front of the 

Elder’s Hall. 

“I’ll go see if Elder Sikong is here.” 

As Xia Yuanba was just about to knock, the door suddenly opened by itself, and a man that looked to be 

forty something years old, who wore a dark colored robe, walked out. When seeing him, Xia Yuanba 

quickly greeted him: “Elder Sikong, you’re actually here. That’s wonderful.” 

This person was exactly the Sikong Han Yun Che was looking for, even though he looked a bit younger 

than what Yun Che had imagined. After seeing Xia Yuanba, he smiled gently: “Oh? Yuanba, do you need 

anything from me?” 



“It’s my brother-in-law, he has some business with you.” Xia Yuanba shifted his body, revealing Yun Che, 

who was completely blocked by his huge body earlier, to Sikong Han. 

Yun Che walked up and politely spoke: “Elder Sikong, Junior Yun Che came from Floating Cloud City in 

the east. I wonder if Elder Sikong is still able to recall an old friend from Floating Cloud City named Xiao 

Lie?” 

“Xiao Lie? You said Xiao Lie?” 

Hearing this name, a reaction that exceeded Yun Che’s expectations came from Sikong Han. In one fast 

step he walked over and grabbed Yun Che’s shoulder with both of his hands: “Where is he? Could it be 

that he has come to New Moon City?” 

Yun Che shook his head:” No. Right now, grandfather is still in Floating Cloud City. I’m here to find you in 

accordance to grandfather’s wish.” 

After finished speaking, Yun Che took out the Seven Profound Tablet, and brought it in front of Sikong 

Han’s eyes. 

Sikong Han picked up the tablet and let out a soft sad sigh: “It’s already been seven years; these past 

years, I had always wanted to visit him in Floating Cloud City but I could never do so. I hope that this 

time, I could at least slightly pay back his past kindness.” 

 


